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Abstract

Research efforts in discovering and gaining better understanding of various spin-based physical phenomena over the past decades have propelled the innovation and developments of new generations of memory and logic devices. With utilization of non-volatility inherent in magnetism and low-power consumption characteristics, these novel device concepts present new opportunities for future electronics and computers. In recent years, magnetization switching via spin-orbit torques (SOTs) has come out as a promising candidate for advanced memory and computing applications, as it gives the advantages of low power consumption as well as ultrafast writing speed. The underlying mechanisms by which the SOTs induce the magnetization switching, however, turns out to be quite complex. Furthermore, for perpendicularly magnetized systems, i.e., perpendicular MRAM, the SOT driven magnetization switching of the free layer often requires an external in-plane field that significantly hinders the technological viability of commercial implementations.

In this research work, we aim to gain a deeper understanding of the SOTs and their roles in inducing the magnetization switching; in turn, by means of material or device engineering, we can control the SOTs to achieve the desired switching outcomes. We particularly focus our study on the perpendicularly magnetized systems because the high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in these systems makes them appealing for practical applications.

A major part of this research work emphasizes on the elimination of the need for an external magnetic field in the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet. One strategy to achieve the field-free perpendicular SOT switching is through creating a magnetic field that’s localized within the device. The origin of such internal field can come from the interlayer exchange coupling. Based on this idea, we demonstrate robust field-free perpendicular magnetization switching by utilizing the spin Hall effect and interlayer exchange coupling of iridium (Ir). This is the first reported clear experimental demonstration that a heavy metal layer, Ir in particular, is capable of serving as both
a spin current source and an interlayer exchange coupling layer. An additional important characteristic of Ir is that its interface with either Co or FeCoB facilitates strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. These combined properties allow us to achieve the SOT driven magnetization switching of a perpendicular Co layer in absence of an external field. Besides the field-free switching of a single layer, we also show that the switching scheme can be well integrated with the MgO-based magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). We show that the three-terminal MTJ device with the Ir-enabled switching exhibits reliable writing and reading operations at zero external field, moving a step closer to the practical applications of the SOT-related magnetoresistive devices.

In addition to engineering the SOT materials, we provide another solution by altering the device design. The idea is based on the well-known phenomenon that a current carrying wire produces an effective magnetic field around it. Compared to the conventional three-terminal device, our device contains an additional current line orthogonal to the write path, which can generate an in-plane Oersted field during the SOT writing. Facilitated by this Oersted field, reliable SOT switching of the perpendicular MTJs is obtained without applying an external field. The switching characteristic also renders our device unique advantages in terms of preventing the half selecting issue.

In the study of the switching dynamics, we find the switching process in our devices often starts with domain nucleation followed by the domain wall motion (DWM) to expand the reversed domains. This inspires us to dig deeper into the SOT driven DWM and explore the ways in manipulating the DWM so as to control the magnetization state of a perpendicular magnet. In this work, we investigate the DWM in a system with two heavy metal underlayers that have the opposite spin Hall angles. By simply varying the relative thicknesses of these two underlayers, we can manipulate the polarity of the SOTs exerting on the DWs, which further allows us to control the direction of DWM. Based on our findings, we propose a wedge DW device where the SOT driven DWM can effectively give rise to the expansion of reversed domains and thereby realize the magnetization switching.

Lastly, we show the initial experimental works for developing a novel DW device known as mCell, which can be used as the computing unit in non-volatile logic circuit without the integration with CMOS. We develop a magnetic oxide (FeOx) layer that can serve as the electric-insulating
magnetic layer inserted in between the write path and read path of mCell. The FeO\textsubscript{x} insertion layer not only provides sufficient magnetic coupling between the adjacent magnetic layers, but also significantly enhances the DWM in terms of the DW velocity and power efficiency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background

The breakthrough in data storage and processing unit design in the past decades led to an unprecedented boom in artificial intelligence (AI) and big data analysis. However, behind the stunning success of AI and big data are as well stunningly massive amounts of energy that consumed by the supporting hardware at the background, which has started to become a major challenge for future generation of data centers. The continuing fast growth of big data is now yelling for more efficient hardware support that requires revolution in both device and material that being used. Currently, units in memory and CPUs are most realized by utilizing the ability of electrons of carrying charges. This requires power supply to be kept on, even when the unit is not processing any data, thus to keep the information stored, and the unit ready for any incoming computation task. Note that, a functional unit in memory or CPUs spends most of the time on waiting rather than writing information or doing computations, thus it’s the persistent demand of power that results in huge amount of power waste. One solution to this problem is thus to develop devices that are nonvolatile.

With that, people notice electrons have another basic characteristic, spin – a quantum magnetic moment, that has the potential in low-power memory and logic applications. This comes with the concept called spintronics\(^{1,2}\) which refers to the devices utilizing electron spins, instead of electron charges, to store and transfer information. In spintronic devices, information is represented as orientations of spins in magnetic materials with uniaxial easy axis. Since spin states do not intrinsically rely on electrical power supply, it naturally renders spintronic devices the advantage of nonvolatility and hence low power consumption.
The rapid progress in discovering and developing novel spintronics begins with the commercialization of a spin-based device, known as spin valve, that consists of two ferromagnetic layers (iron, nickel, cobalt or their alloys) sandwiching a thin non-magnetic spacer. In the early spin valves, the spacer is usually a metal layer (for instance, copper) and these spin valves can exhibit giant magnetoresistive (GMR) effect\[^{[3-5]}\]: the resistance is lowest when the magnetizations of the two ferromagnetic layers are parallel-oriented while highest when magnetizations are antiparallel-oriented. In order to better control the resistance via the alignments of magnetic moments, one of the ferromagnetic layers is often pinned, that is, hard to be switched by moderate magnetic field. The pinning can be achieved by adding the contact with an antiferromagnetic materials or exchange coupled with a synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) stack (such as Co/Ru/Co\[^{[6]}\]). The other ferromagnetic layer is free to change orientation, in other words, its magnetization is relatively easier to be rotated by magnetic field. As such, by controlling the exertion of magnetic fields, we can manipulate the relative orientations of the two ferromagnetic layers and thus change the resistance of a spin valve. Note that the magnetoresistance difference between parallel and anti-parallel configurations from GMR effect ranges from 0.5\% to 15\% at room temperature\[^{[7]}\]. The direct application of spin valve is the magnetoresistive detector for probing the change of magnetic moment of a nanomagnet, such as the magnetic nanoparticles in hard disk drives. And it’s the scalability of such GMR reader down to tens of nanometers that has enabled dramatic improvement in the storage capacity of hard disk drives in the past decades.

The spin valves with a thin insulating spacer (AlO\(_x\) or MgO), known as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), exhibit significantly larger magnetoresistance change compared with GMR effect. It has been reported that the tunnel magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) in AlO\(_x\)-based MTJs could reach up to 70\%\(^{[8]}\) while later developed MgO-based MTJs showed unprecedentedly over 600\% TMR\(^{[9]}\) at room temperature. Hence, besides being used as sensors, MTJs with such large TMR open new perspectives for next-generation memory and computing applications. The best-known technology with its core based on MTJs is the magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM). MRAM is said being able to have the speed of SRAM, the density of DRAM as well as the nonvolatility of hard disk drive\(^{[10]}\), which is promising to be the universal memory to be embedded in a computer system. With this being mentioned, however, one should take cautions because there are still lots of technological issues to solve in order to make MRAM applicable and outperform its rivals\(^{[11,12]}\).
One of the critical aspects for MRAM to succeed is that it must have a robust writing method as well as fast writing speed. Although several writing methods have been proposed and prototype devices has been demonstrated\textsuperscript{[13,14]}, the current-induced spin torque switching turns out to be the most efficient and reliable approach among them. The firstly proposed spin torque switching is via utilizing the so-called spin transfer torque (STT)\textsuperscript{[15–17]}. In STT switching (Figure 1.1(a)), a vertical charge current is passed through the MTJ and subsequently, spin polarized by the pinned ferromagnetic layer. This spin polarized current carries a major type of spins, tunneling through the barrier, and re-orientates the free layer via spin angular momentum transfer. By controlling the direction of the applied current, one can obtain the magnetization of the free layer aligned or anti-aligned with the pinned layer, and thus the MTJ is set as low or high resistance state. The critical current density for STT switching is usually $10^{10}$-$10^{12}$ A/m$^2$ and the overall writing current scales down for smaller devices as fewer amounts of spins are needed for switching tinier magnets. Writing information by STT has been proved to be robust, which can reach the write error rate below $10^{-11}$ with sufficient applied current\textsuperscript{[2]}. The writing speed of STT-MRAM ranges from 2-30 ns that is faster than most of the common DRAMs. Note that STT-MRAM is regarded as a two-terminal device as the writing and reading share the same current path within the MTJ but they differ in the magnitude of current. Because of the two-terminal design, STT-MRAM often has strict requirements in the MTJ performance. The MTJ not only needs to have low resistance ($< 10 \ \Omega \cdot \mu m^2$) and large signal ($> 150 \ % \ TMR$) but also able to sustain under the large writing current, which poses challenges in the material selection and fabrication of the MTJ. Meanwhile, sharing the write- and read-paths can also cause unwanted writing if the magnitudes of writing current and read current are not well distinct. Nevertheless, with decades of dedicated industrial development, the STT switching enabling fast and reliable writing may eventually lead to the take-off of MRAM within the next few years.

In efforts to explore more advanced spin torque switching method, people has come up with a three-terminal design for MRAM where the writing current only goes through a spin-polarization layer below the MTJ (Figure 1.1(b)). The spin-polarization layer can be with a heavy metal (Pt\textsuperscript{[18]}, Ta\textsuperscript{[19]} or W\textsuperscript{[20]}), antiferromagnet (IrMn\textsuperscript{[21,22]}, PtMn\textsuperscript{[23]}), or topological insulator (BiSe\textsuperscript{[24–26]}). By injecting longitudinal charge current into the spin-polarization layer (here is also the write-path), a pure spin current or spin accumulation can be generated via spin Hall effect\textsuperscript{[27]} and/or other spin-orbit coupling phenomena such as Rashba effect\textsuperscript{[28]}. The spin current further diffuses into the
adjacent free layer, then interact with the magnetic moment, and exert torques to switch it. Because
the spin current or accumulation is induced by either bulk or interfacial spin-orbit interactions, their resulted torques are referred to as the spin-orbit torques (SOTs) and it associated switching is known as the SOT switching.

Figure 1.1 Magnetization switching by the current-induced spin torques. (a) STT switching, (b) SOT switching. Picture from J. Sinova and T. Jungwirth (2017)[29].

There are some advantages of the three-terminal devices naturally rendered by its design. The first is that the writing current is passed underneath the MTJ instead of going through it. Such design effectively prevents barrier breakdown issue that sometimes occurs during the writing in the two-terminal device. The separate read and write paths also allow individual optimizations of the reading and writing functions. In terms of the switching, one of the benefits of SOT switching is that it gives surprisingly fast switching speed. We know that in the STT switching the flipping of the magnetization of the free layer begins by thermal fluctuations since the magnetization feels no torque when it’s perfectly aligned or anti-aligned[30]. Thus, the magnetization usually precess around its original state for a while, then rotates to the desired direction. The initial precession is a probabilistic process and takes up a large portion of time during the entire switching. The SOT switching, on the other hand, can eliminate the initial incubation time in some switching geometry[31]. As a result, the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet has been found to be capable of reaching the writing speed within fractions of a nanosecond[32,33], faster than the STT switching. Another beneficial feature of SOT switching is that the switching condition is
determined by current density. It makes the current scalable for nanoscale devices. Although the threshold current density is also \(10^{11}-10^{12}\) A/m\(^2\), the write path is usually very thin (2-10 nm), thus making the switching current small for nanoscale devices.

There are also some challenges and unsolved problems in SOT switching, particularly for the perpendicularly magnetized systems. First, the mechanisms by which the SOTs switch the magnetic moment or move the domain walls in a perpendicular magnet are rather complex. Several bulk and interfacial spin-orbit coupling phenomena can act together to cause the experimental observations. In order to control the SOTs for magnetization switching, it’s important to understand those effects individually, and to be able to tune those effects via material or device engineering. Another issue arises from the in-plane spin polarization of spin current. The transversely polarized spin current causes SOTs to be good at effectively switching an in-plane magnetized layer\[^{19,20,31}\]. For perpendicularly magnetized systems, i.e. the perpendicular MTJs, however, an in-plane field has to be applied for assisting the switching of the perpendicular free layer\[^{18,31}\]. But applying an external magnetic field significantly hinders the technological viability of SOT devices for commercial applications. So it’s vital to find ways to eliminate the need for the external field in the perpendicular SOT switching.

### 1.1 Outline of the dissertation

In **Chapter 1**, we briefly surveyed the history of spintronics as well as the application areas where spintronics can be useful. We introduced the concept of SOT switching and its advantages, as well as states the challenges in SOT switching that motivate this our research work. In **Chapter 2**, we will discuss the physical origins of two important spin-orbit effects, the spin Hall effect and the Rashba effect, and their associated SOTs. We will analyze the mechanisms by which the SOTs affect the magnetic state and dynamics in the perpendicularly magnetized heavy metal/ferromagnet/oxide heterostructures. We will also review some previous experimental results by other research groups. In **Chapter 3**, we will provide the complete fabrication recipes of the various SOT devices used in our work. We will describe the fabrication process for patterning the nanoscale magnetoresistive device with the size of MTJ pillar down to 50 nm. The fabrication recipes have been proven to be reliable and repeatable based on many cycles. Furthermore, we will cover the characterization techniques for examining the switching profiles of the SOT devices.
Although the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet can give ultrafast switching speed down to hundreds of picoseconds, an in-plane magnetic field is required to break the symmetry for obtaining the deterministic switching. Applying an external in-plane field for the perpendicular SOT switching is the common solution in many research experiments but it poses realistic technical difficulties for practical applications. In Chapter 4, we will describe a strategy to produce a naturally existed in-plane field that’s localized in each individual device, so that the need for applying an external field is eliminated. We will demonstrate the heavy metal material, iridium (Ir) in particular, can serve for the dual functions: create a local in-plane field via interlayer exchange coupling and provide a spin current by spin Hall effect. It’s also found that Ir can promote strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) with Co and Co-based alloys. Facilitated by these properties of Ir, we achieve the deterministic SOT switching of a perpendicular Co layer in absence of an external field.

Beside the switching of a single perpendicular layer, we’d like to extend the Ir-enabled field-free switching scheme to work on the magnetoresistance device. So in Chapter 5, we will show the experimental development of the three-terminal magnetoresistance device that utilizes Ir for the SOT writing. To get functional three-terminal device, we first study and develop the storage unit that’s the perpendicular MTJ (p-MTJ). After having the switchable and readable p-MTJ, we then combine the p-MTJ with the Ir switching method to construct nanoscale three-terminal devices. We will present the writing and reading operations in those devices as well as analyze their switching characteristics.

In the study of the field-free SOT switching, we also attempt to achieve the goal by engineering the device design. We notice that from Ampere’s law a current carrying wire can produce an effective magnetic field. With using this principle, in Chapter 6 we will make a simple modification in the design of the conventional three-terminal SOT device so that it contains an additional current line to generate an in-plane Oersted field. We will show that this in-plane Oersted field can effectively assist the SOT switching of p-MTJs. The new design also renders the device some beneficial features in terms of avoiding the half-select problem.

In addition to inducing the magnetization switching, the SOTs are also capable of moving the magnetic domain walls (DWs). For the SOT switching in the device larger than the width of a
DW, our observations suggest that the switching should take place by domain nucleation followed by the expansions of the reversed domains. The SOT driven domain wall motion (DWM) turns out to be an interesting topic that contains the interplay of several spin-orbit effects. It would be desirable if we figure out how to control the SOT DWM efficiently and to utilize it to manipulate the magnetization state of a perpendicular magnet. In Chapter 7, we will show the experimental investigation of the DWM driven by the competing spin currents from two heavy metal underlayers. We will demonstrate a simple way to control the direction of DWM. Based on our results, we propose a wedge device where the DWM is controlled in purpose to realize the field-free perpendicular SOT switching.

Continuing the study of the SOT DWM, we will then explore a novel DWM-based device called mCell. The mCell is a four-terminal magnetoresistive device proposed by our group, which can be used for non-volatile logic circuit without the integration with CMOS. In Chapter 8, we will show some initial works for mCell development that focus on the DWM writing. Specifically, we will talk about the experimental development of a magnetic oxide interlayer that fits the mCell design.

In Chapter 9, we will summarize the key results obtained in our research work and provide suggestions for future research in this area. We will also discuss some potential applications of the SOT device that’s beyond the non-volatile memory.
Chapter 2
Spin-orbit effects and Spin-orbit Torques

In this chapter, we first review two important phenomena accounting for the generation of a spin current: the spin Hall effect (SHE) and the Rashba effect. Both of them originate from the spin-orbit interactions, and their resulted spin current can interact with the magnetic moment of the adjacent ferromagnet by exerting spin-orbit torques (SOTs). We then conduct our analysis in the SOTs within the scope of the heavy metal/ferromagnet/oxide heterostructures that’s the most studied structure for investigating the SOTs. We discuss how the SOTs affect the orientation of the magnetic moment and alter the magnetization dynamics, which can further lead to the magnetization switching and domain wall motion (DWM).

2.1 Spin-orbit interaction and spin-orbit effects

The spin-orbit interaction describes the relativistic interaction between an electron’s spin angular momentum and orbital angular momentum. The spin-orbit interaction is of tremendous importance because it’s not only at the root of various magnetic properties such as magnetocrystalline anisotropy, magnetoresistance, and magnetic resonance damping but also contribute to some important transport phenomena including SHE and Rashba effect.

Here, we first describe the spin-orbit interaction in a simple form, i.e., an atomic nucleus with one electron, where the magnetic field from the electron’s orbital motion can affect the orientation of the spin. As shown in Figure 2.1, in the lab frame, the electron orbits around the nucleus with velocity \( \mathbf{v} \), and experience a Coulomb field from the nucleus \( \mathbf{E} = \frac{1}{4\pi\epsilon_0} \frac{Ze}{r^2} \). While in the electron rest frame, the electron sees the positive nucleus to orbit around it. The relative motion of the nucleus produces a magnetic field
acting on the electron. By considering the definition of the orbital angular momentum \( \mathbf{L} = \mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{p} = m_e (\mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{v}) \), the magnetic field from the orbital motion is further expressed as \( \mathbf{B} = \frac{\mu_0 Z e}{4 \pi m_e r^3} \mathbf{L} \). The magnetic spin moment, on the other hand, is \( \mu_s = -\frac{e}{m_e} \mathbf{S} \). Therefore, the potential of the spin moment in the magnetic field is written as

\[
E_{SOC} = -\mu_s \cdot \mathbf{B} = \frac{\mu_0 Z e^2}{4 \pi m_e^2 r^3} (\mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{L})
\]

which describes the interaction energy for the coupling of the electrons orbital and spin angular momentum. The interaction energy in Equation 2.2 suggests that spin-orbit coupling can change electron energy levels and cause shifting to the atomic spectra. The effect on the energy shift in hydrogen atom has been experimentally observed and studied extensively\[34\]. The coefficient in Equation 2.2 also implies that the spin-orbit effect is stronger in heavier atoms, as indicated by the atomic number \( Z \).

In spintronics, the spin-orbit effects in heavy metals, ferromagnetic materials and their interfaces are investigated as they are the host of the deflection of the electrons depending on their direction of the spin and momentum\[27,28,35,36\]. In the materials with strong spin-orbit interaction, the prominent spin-dependent deflection of conduction electrons can create a spin current or spin accumulation that’s transverse to the charge current. The microscopic mechanisms, however, can be quite complicated, where both bulk scattering in materials and effects associated with the
interfaces can act together to contribute to the spin current generation. In the following sections, we will discuss two possible origins: the bulk SHE and the interfacial Rashba effect. In our research, we primarily study the heavy metal/ferromagnet heterostructures where the SOTs from the SHE dominate in the magnetization switching.

2.1.1 Spin Hall effect

SHE is often found to exist in the non-magnetic heavy metals that have strong spin-orbit couplings\(^{[19,20]}\). Recent research findings also suggest the existence of SHE in antiferromagnetic materials\(^{[37]}\) and topological insulators\(^{[24,26]}\). As shown in Figure 2.2, in SHE a longitudinal charge current \((J_c \parallel x)\) in heavy metal generates a vertical spin current \((J_s \parallel z)\) due to the asymmetric spin-dependent electron scattering. The spin polarization of the spin current is orthogonal to the directions of both the charge current and the spin current, and thus pointing in the transverse direction \((s \parallel y)\). The conversion of the charge current into the spin current can be written as \(J_s = \frac{\hbar}{e} \theta_{SH} (J_c \times s)\), where \(\hbar\) is the Plank’s constant, \(e\) is the unit charge, \(\theta_{SH} \propto \frac{J_s}{J_c}\) is the spin Hall angle charactering the how efficient the charge current converts into the spin current.

![Figure 2.2 Illustration of the SHE: a horizontal charge current generates a vertical spin current, with the spin polarization orthogonal to both the spin current and charge current.](image)

The essential mechanisms for SHE is still a subject of considerable debate, which can be classified into extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms\(^{[27,38,39]}\). The extrinsic mechanism describes how the spin-orbit interactions with the impurities lead to the asymmetric spin-dependent electron
scattering. It can be further categorized into skewing scattering and side-jump mechanisms. In skew scattering, the spin-orbit interaction between the flow of charge current and the impurities create an effective “spin electric field” transverse to charge current direction (Figure 2.3(a)). Analogous to the action on positive and negative charges by an electric field, the spin electric field can be attractive or repulsive given the sign of the spin polarization. It causes the asymmetric deflection of the electrons in the transverse direction, producing a pure spin current. For side-jump scattering, the electrons change their momenta during the collision with the impurities. The momentum change gives rise to an electric field that displace the electron motion, and the displacement is dependent on the spin polarization. On average of many scattering events, there forms a transverse motion of conduction electrons, which causes a net spin current. The intrinsic mechanism, on the other hand, only relies on the spin-dependent band structure of the material. In Equation 2.2, we saw that the electron’s energy levels can be perturbed by spin-orbit coupling. It turns out that the electronic bands near the Fermi surface can also be perturbed via spin-orbit coupling, which results in the intrinsic spin Hall effect. As shown in Figure 2.3(b), when the charge current flows into the material, the electric field displace the Fermi surface along the same direction as the charge current. Due to the move in momentum space, an effective spin-orbit field is generated in order to regain the alignment. In response to such current-induced field, the spins tilt away from their original orientation, where the tilting occurs along the opposite directions with opposite spin polarization, and thereby results in a transverse spin current. The ab initio calculations suggested that the intrinsic spin Hall effect is stronger in the materials with more electronic bands connected by the spin-orbit coupling at the Fermi level[40].
Figure 2.3 (a) Skew scattering where the interaction between the conduction electrons and impurities leads to a transverse spin electric field $E_{\text{spin}}$. Here, the spin polarization of the electrons is set along the $z$ direction, so the scattering occurs in the transverse direction. (b) Intrinsic mechanism for SHE (Picture from reference [27]). (left) An equilibrium spin texture with spins normal to the momentum at the Fermi surface. (right) With applying a charge current, the Fermi surface shifts in the same direction. The change in the momentum space induces an effect magnetic field that tries to align the spins back to their original positions. The tilting of spins turns out to be opposite at the opposite side of the Fermi surface.
2.1.2 Rashba effect

In Rashba effect\textsuperscript{[28,41]}, there exists an internal electric field $E$ along the $z$ direction at the broken-symmetry interfaces of the heavy metal/ferromagnet/oxide structures. As a charge current ($J_c \parallel x$) flows into the heavy metal, similar to the relativistic effects mentioned earlier in Equation 2.1, the electrons experience an effective magnetic field in the direction of $(\mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{E}) \parallel \mathbf{y}$. This effective magnetic field is known as the Rashba effective field $H_R$. The interaction energy between the electron’s spin moment and the Rashba effective field can be written as $E_R = -\mu_s \cdot H_R \propto \sigma \cdot (p \times E)$, where $\sigma$ is the spin angular momentum and $p$ is the moving momentum of the conduction electrons. The result of the Rashba effect is that the magnetic spin moment is polarized towards the $y$ direction at the interface, leading to a spin accumulation of a majority type of spin.

![Figure 2.4 Rashba effect resulting in the spin accumulation at the interface.](image)

2.2 Spin orbit torques

The spin current generated by the spin-orbit effects can be absorbed by a nearby ferromagnetic layer, interacts with the magnetic moment via exerting magnetic torques. Those torques are called spin-orbit torques (SOTs) so as to underline their direct relation to the spin-orbit interaction. Regardless of the source of the spin current (SHE or Rashba effect), the SOTs exerted on the magnetic moment consists of two orthogonal components: the field-like torque and the damping-like torque (or called the Slonczewski torque). The general form of the SOTs can be expressed as
\[ T = \tau_{FL} \mathbf{m} \times \sigma + \tau_{DL} \mathbf{m} \times (\mathbf{m} \times \sigma) \]  
Equation 2.3

where the first and second term on the right side features the field-like torque \( T_{FL} \) and damping-like torque \( T_{DL} \), respectively. \( \mathbf{m} \) is the magnetization vector of the ferromagnet, \( \sigma \) is the spin polarization, and \( \tau_{FL}, \tau_{DL} \) are dimensionless values characterizing the contributions from \( T_{FL} \) and \( T_{DL} \). In our case, the spin polarization is in \( y \) direction. So Equation 2.3 can be rewritten as

\[ T = \tau_{FL} \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y} + \tau_{DL} \mathbf{m} \times (\mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y}) \]  
Equation 2.4

Figure 2.5 depicts the relative orientations of the torques and magnetization.

Figure 2.5 Relative configurations of (a) the damping-like torque \( T_{DL} \) and the field-like torques \( T_{FL} \) and (b) their effective magnetic fields.

As mentioned earlier, SOTs can result from the SHE and/or the Rashba effect, and these two effects often act simultaneously. Thus, it’s hard to disentangle them from experiment results since the obtained data includes the combination of two effects. With this being mentioned, however, it’s still useful to point out some key differences between them in order to gain more physical understanding that can be helpful for future material selection and device engineering in manipulating the SOTs.

The SHE-induced SOTs arise from the spin angular momentum transfer from the spin current to the magnetic moment. It resembles STT except that the spin polarizer is a non-magnetic heavy metal rather than a fixed-magnetization layer. In analogy to STT, the major component of the SHE-induced SOTs is the damping-like torque \( T_{DL} \). To extract \( T_{DL} \) (or \( \tau_{DL} \)) experimentally, the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurement can be performed to probe the change of the
damping constant due to the SHE-induced SOTs\textsuperscript{[18,19]}. As mentioned above, one should treat it with caution because those experimental results can contain additional effects, including Rashba effect and other possible spin-orbit coupling\textsuperscript{[42,43]}. Moreover, in order to model $\tau_{FL}$ and $\tau_{DL}$ in the case of SHE only, P.M.Haney, \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{[44]} proposed a simple drift-diffusion approach in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. It computes the spin current generated by the charge current in the heavy metal and propagates towards the ferromagnet. The spin accumulation at the heavy metal/ferromagnet interface is characterized by the spin mixing conductance $G_{\uparrow\downarrow}$ and matches between the HM and FM. It’s obtained that $\tau_{FL} \propto \theta_{SH} G_{i\uparrow\downarrow}$ and $\tau_{DL} \propto \theta_{SH} G_{r\uparrow\downarrow}$ where $G_{i\uparrow\downarrow}, G_{r\uparrow\downarrow}$ are the imaginary and real part of the spin mixing conductance $G_{\uparrow\downarrow}$.

Rashba effect, on the other hand, can be viewed as a phenomenon where a charge current gives rise to an effective in-plane magnetic field, the effective Rashba field $H_{RE} \parallel y$. It is analogous to the magnetic Oersted field generated by electric current. As a result, the dominant torque of Rashba effect is the field-like torque $T_{FL}$ that makes the magnetization vector precess around the $H_{RE}$. Furthermore, Rashba effect can only be induced in the systems that are lack of the inversion symmetry, such as the heavy metal/ferromagnet and ferromagnet/oxide interfaces\textsuperscript{[28]}. Some materials, like the antiferromagnetic GaMnAs, also have unit cell with broken inversion symmetry and thereby can induce the Rashba effect. It has been reported that Rashba effect SOTs can successfully the trigger magnetization switching in GaMnAs\textsuperscript{[45]}.

Figure 2.6 shows the numerical results of $\tau_{FL}$ and $\tau_{DL}$ in the case of pure SHE, pure Rashba effect and combined effects\textsuperscript{[44]}. As can be seen, the major component of SOTs from pure SHE is the damping-like torque whereas pure Rashba results in SOTs primarily field-like. When both effects act in parallel, either damping-like or field-like torques can dominate, which depends on the selection of materials and thickness of the heavy metal and ferromagnet.
Figure 2.6 Modeling results showing the magnitude of damping-like torque (red line) and field-like torque (blue line) as the function of (a) heavy metal thickness and (b) ferromagnet thickness. Picture from reference [44].

Equivalently, the torques described above can be regarded as the effective magnetic fields \( H_{FL} = \tau_{FL} y \) and \( H_{DL} = \tau_{DL} m \times y \), as illustrated in Figure 2.5(b). Thus, Equation 2.4 can be subsequently expressed as

\[
T = m \times H_{FL} + m \times H_{DL}
\]

Equation 2.5

The purpose of the introducing effective magnetic fields is that they can be directly analyzed in parallel with the external magnetic field \( H_{ex} \) applied in the experiments. Such formulation turns out to be convenient when dealing with the SOT-driven magnetization switching and domain wall motion in the presence of \( H_{ex} \), as will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3 SOT driven magnetization switching

In this section, we discuss the mechanisms of the SOT-driven magnetization switching in three major types of devices depending on the direction of the easy axis of the ferromagnetic layer. As shown in Figure 2.6, the magnetic easy axis of the ferromagnet can point in \( x \), \( y \) or \( z \) direction (namely, referred to as the type-\( x \), -\( y \) or -\( z \) device) by controlling the geometry of the device and/or the thickness of the magnetic layer.
We showed that the damping-like torque $T_{DL}$ generated by the SHE (and the Rashba effect) lie in the film plane parallel to the $y$ axis. $T_{DL}$ being in $+y$ or $-y$ direction can be controlled by the polarity of the applied current. Hence, it’s naturally capable of driving the magnetization reversal of the type-$y$ devices via direct spin angular momentum transfer, without any assistance from external field or other torques. The SOT switching in type-$y$ devices was demonstrated by LQ. Liu (2012)$^{[19]}$ and CF. Pai (2012)$^{[20]}$ by utilizing the SHE of Ta and W. The switching process resembles the STT switching scheme of an in-plane magnet, and thus the critical current density for switching is given by$^{[19]}$:

$$J^*_c = \frac{2eM_{sat}\alpha}{\hbar \theta_{SH}} \left( H_C + \frac{H_{eff}^{out}}{2} \right)$$

Equation 2.6

where $\hbar$ is the Dirac constant, $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization, $t$ is the thickness of the magnetic layer, $\alpha$ is Gilbert damping constant, $\theta_{SH}$ is the spin Hall angle, $H_C$ is the in-plane coercive field and $H_{eff}^{out}$ is the out-of-plane anisotropy field.

For type-$z$ devices, however, the switching process turn out to be more complex because the spin polarization $\sigma$ is orthogonal to the easy axis. For convenience, let’s analyze the switching
scheme in the effective field formulation. First, we have the effective field-like field $H_{FL} = \tau_{FL} y$ lying along the $y$ direction. $H_{FL}$ can tilt the magnetization towards the $y$-axis upon applying the current pulse. Then the magnetization relaxes back to the easy axis position due to the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The returning to up or down state is a stochastic process rather than a deterministic process, so $H_{FL}$ is not able to determine the magnetization state between $+z$ and $-z$ direction. The effective damping-like field $H_{DL} = \tau_{DL} m \times y$, on the other hand, is always orthogonal to the magnetization regardless of the magnetization direction. It may rotate the magnetic moment from up to down state (if $H_{DL}$ is large enough), but then also be able to let the magnetic moment return back to the original up state. In other words, the up and down magnetization states are equally energetically favorable under $H_{DL}$, which is the consequence of the symmetric configuration of up and down states with respect to the transverse spin polarization $\sigma$. Hence, the symmetry must be broken in order to realize the deterministic switching. A common way to achieve it is to apply an external magnetic field $H_x$ along the current direction, as shown in Figure 2.8. Now when $H_x$ is parallel to $H_{DL}$, they both tend to tilt the magnetization away from its original orientation. The magnetization state won’t be stable until it’s rotated to the position where $H_x$ and $H_{DL}$ are compensated (antiparallel). In Figure 2.8(b), when both the current and $H_x$ are applied along the $+x$ direction, $H_{DL}$ is anti-aligned with $H_x$ at down state and therefore down state is more favorable than the up state. Changing the current polarity will give $H_{DL}$ in opposite direction, and accordingly, the up state will become more favorable. In such way, the bipolar switching can be obtained with the assistance of $H_x$. In addition, an opposite $H_x$ can also lead to a reversed switching outcome. In other words, the favorable magnetization state is determined by the relative orientation of the charge current and $H_x$. For types-$z$ devices, the critical current density for switching is given by\[46\]

$$J_C^* = \frac{2e}{h} \frac{M_s t}{\theta_{SH}} \left( \frac{H_K}{2} - \frac{H_x}{\sqrt{2}} \right)$$

Equation 2.7

where $H_K$ is the effective anisotropy field of the ferromagnet.
Figure 2.8 Relative orientations of $H_{DL}, T_{DL}$ with (a) up- and (b) down-magnetization. If ignoring the external field $H_x$, the up and down states are symmetric with respect to $T_{DL}$ and thus they are identically energetically favorable. Introducing $H_x$ breaks the symmetry and, in this case, makes down-magnetization more favorable.

The switching dynamics of type-$x$ device is analogous to that of type-$z$ device that a perpendicular external field $H_z$ is necessary for breaking the symmetry in order to achieve the deterministic switching.

Figure 2.7 also shows the trajectories of magnetization during the switching process. For type-$y$ devices, the magnetization first precess a lot around its original state upon the exertion of the torque, then flips to the desired direction. But for type-$z$ and type-$x$ devices, the magnetization changes polarity instantly as the torques are exerted. This implies type-$z$ and type-$x$ devices may be more desirable in terms of faster switching speed, although an external field is needed to assist the switching. Experimental evidence shows that type-$z$ device can reach the writing speed of few hundreds of picoseconds$^{[33,47]}$ whereas type-$y$ device usually has the writing speed in the range of few nanoseconds$^{[48]}$.

By far, it looks like that the field-like torque (or the effective field-like field) does not participate in the switching process. This statement holds for the type-$y$ devices because the switching mainly follows the STT switching scheme. But it’s not true for the switching in the type-$z$ and type-$x$ devices. S. Fukami$^{[31]}$ conducted macrospin simulations for these two types of devices, and showed that the field-like torque actually plays a role in altering the magnetization trajectory during switching, which makes the switching process become more efficient. The
simulation results suggest that the existence of the field-like torque reduces the critical current density needed for the switching significantly, by a factor of more than 3.

2.4 Choice of device geometry for practical applications

Different from type-\(z\) and type-\(x\) devices, type-\(y\) device can be directly switched by current-induced SOTs without an externally applied field, which may appear to be a good choice for real applications. One issue for type-\(y\) devices, however, is that the switching speed is slower than the other two devices, which can limit the use for the ultra-fast switching spintronic devices. The other issue, which hinders type-\(y\) devices from being widely adopted, lies in low thermal stability as the size of the devices gets small. To determine whether the magnetization of a device would be thermally stable for long enough time (namely, whether the information can be stably stored), the thermal stability factor \(\Delta = \frac{K_{eff} V}{k_b T}\) is often used, where \(K_{eff}\) is the effective anisotropy, \(V\) is the volume of the magnet, \(k_b\) is the Boltzmann’s constant and \(T\) is the temperature. Usually devices with stable magnetization > 10 years require \(\Delta > 40\). As the device size becomes smaller, \(\Delta\) decreases due to reduced volume of the magnetic layer. For type-\(y\) devices, \(K_{eff}\) primarily comes from the shape anisotropy determined by the device geometry. But the shape anisotropy is often not large enough to support \(\Delta > 40\), leading to poor data retention in the type-\(y\) devices. Additionally, the geometry of the device determining the shape anisotropy becomes harder to control in the device fabrication when the device size gets down to tens of nanometers.

The type-\(z\) device stands out for the better thermal stability resulting from the high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy at the material interfaces\(^{49}\) or from the crystal lattice\(^{50}\). The large interfacial perpendicular anisotropy in perpendicular MTJs is able to give \(\Delta = 85\) for sub-50 nm device\(^{51}\), sufficient for keeping the information thermally stable for a long time. With the thermal stability issue solved, another critical aspect to make type-\(z\) devices viable for commercialization is to eliminate the need for applying an external field. To achieve zero-field switching, people have come up with several tricks. One approach is by creating geometric asymmetry, for instance, by making a wedge structure of the ferromagnetic layer, so that the effective field associated with the SOTs could contain some perpendicular components\(^{52,53}\). But this approach suffers the scalability issue because the geometry becomes more difficult to control as the device size become smaller, which diminishes the advantage of the type-\(z\) device in scaling
down. Another way in the field-free SOT switching is via introducing a local in-plane field by exchange bias or interlayer exchange coupling. It has been reported that an antiferromagnetic layer, such as PtMn\textsuperscript{[23]} and IrMn\textsuperscript{[21,22]}, is able to generate spin current as well as add a horizontal field to the neighbor perpendicularly magnetized layer by exchange bias so as to assist the switching. An interesting phenomenon in this scheme is that the magnetization changes in an analogue manner with increasing magnitude of the current. Such behavior opens a new direction for potential memristive applications. The detailed mechanisms, however, is not fully understood including SHE of antiferromagnetic materials as well as the origins of the analogue behavior. YC Lau \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[54]} obtained field-free perpendicular magnetization reversal by introducing an effective in-plane field via interlayer exchange coupling with an in-plane magnetized layer. The magnitude as well as the polarity of effective in-plane field can be adjusted by tuning the thickness of the exchange coupling layer (in this case, the Ru spacer layer). But one major issue of this approach is that one cannot further integrate magnetoresistive stacks because the exchange coupling layer and spin Hall layer are separated, which greatly limits its usage for practical applications.

2.5 Domain wall motion

Till now we have only analyzed the magnetization switching in the single domain model. The switching dynamics can be explained by the schemes demonstrated above if the size of devices is less than the width of domain wall (DW). But in many cases, the device size ranges from hundreds of nanometers to \(\mu\)ms so that the device can contain multiple magnetic domains. Instead of switching via spin precession and rotation, the magnetization reversal in those devices is more likely to takes place by nucleation and expansion of reversed domains. Since SOTs can effectively drive the motion of DWs, here we would also like to discuss the mechanisms accounting for the SOT-driven domain wall motion (DWM).

Before digging into the details of DWM, let’s first introduce another spin-orbit effect that plays a critical role in enabling SOT-driven DWM in perpendicularly magnetized systems, which is the so-called Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). DMI refers to the asymmetric exchange coupling between two neighbor spins, and its associated energy is given by

\[
E_{\text{DMI}} = D_{ij} \cdot (S_i \times S_j)
\]

Equation 2.8
where $D$ is the DMI vector. Notice that Equation 2.8 looks similar to the Heisenberg exchange interaction $E_{ex} = J \cdot (S_i \cdot S_j)$ where $J$ is the Heisenberg exchange constant. There are two major differences between DMI and Heisenberg exchange interaction. The first is that $D$ is a vector in DMI whereas $J$ is a dimensionless value. So in the crystals with inversion symmetry, DMIs cancel with each other between the inversion-symmetric locations because the DMI vectors have opposite signs. Therefore, the necessary condition for the existence of DMI is that the system must have broken inversion symmetry. The interface between two dissimilar materials naturally satisfies this condition. The second difference is that Heisenberg exchange interaction favors parallel or antiparallel spin configurations depending on the sign of $J$ whereas DMI results in neighbor spins being canted with each other. Although the strength of DMI is relatively small compared with Heisenberg exchange interaction, experimental evidence shows that DMI can effectively determine the DW structure in perpendicularly magnetized heavy metal/ferromagnet/oxide heterostructure, such as Pt/Co/AlO$_x$\cite{55,56}, W/FeCoB/MgO\cite{57} and Ta/FeCoB/MgO stacks\cite{58}. In particular, the DMI is capable of stabilizing the Neel-type DWs with a given chirality (right- or left-hand) over the Bloch-type DWs. A simple way to picture it is that the DMI generates an effective magnetic field $H_{DMI}$ normal to the DW, and the interaction between $H_{DMI}$ and the DW magnetization makes the Neel-type DWs become more energetically favorable than Bloch-type DWs. The chirality of Neel-type DWs is determined by the sign of $D$ (or the direction of $H_{DMI}$), which can be controlled by the engineering the interfaces.

To see why the existence of DMI, especially the stabilized Neel-type DWs, is critical for the SOT-driven DWM, we shall analyze how the SOTs act on the DW magnetization. In general, to get DWs to move, the effective fields associated with SOTs must be aligned along the domain magnetization (either up or down). Figure 2.9 schematically shows the cross section of the two types of DWs in a perpendicular magnetic strip. Let’s first examine the effect of the field-like torque $T_{FL}$. The associated effective field $H_{FL}$, as introduced earlier, always points along the $y$ direction, which does not align with any of the domain magnetization (up or down). So it’s not able to induce DWM regardless of the type of DWs. For the damping-like torque, it turns out to have different effects depending on the DW structure. For Neel-type DWs, the effective damping-like field acting on the center DW magnetization is $H_{DL} \propto m \times y = x \times y$ that’s in the perpendicular direction. Consequently, it will rotate the DW magnetization and drive the DW to
move away from the domain whose magnetization is aligned with $H_{DL}$, so that the aligned domain expands. In this case, the damping-like field effectively triggers the movement of Neel-type DWs. For Bloch-type DWs, however, the effective field on the center DW magnetization $H_{DL} \propto y \times y$ should be zero and thus can’t induce any DWM. In other words, SOT-driven DWM only occurs with the DWs having the Neel-type structure.

Figure 2.9 The two types of DW in perpendicular thin films. (a) the Neel-type DW, shown with the right-handed chirality. (b) the Bloch-type DW.

One important characteristic of the DMI-stabilized Neel walls is that all DWs have the identical chirality within a given material system. It means that the up-down DW and down-up DW will have the center DW magnetization pointing in opposite directions so that their DW chirality is the same. An example is shown in Figure 2.9(a). The consequence is that, due to the fixed chiral structure, the SOTs drive all the DWs within a magnetic strip along the same direction regardless of the up-down or down-up forms. Accordingly, since the two DWs surrounding an opposite domain travel in the same direction, what we should observe in the SOT-DWM experiment is that the opposite domain shifts its position in the direction of DWM while the size of the domain remains unchanged\cite{58,59}. Furthermore, we notice that the direction of DWM is determined by the driving force $H_{DL}$ whose direction is defined by the cross product of spin polarization $\sigma$ and DW magnetization. We know that $\sigma$ and the DW structure are governed by the SHE and DMI, respectively. Thus, to control the direction of DWM within a magnetic strip, either same as or against the direction of applied current, we can select the heavy metals with different
the sign of spin Hall angles (positive or negative) or manipulate the DMI by engineering the interface. A brief summary of the direction of DWM resulting from different combinations of spin Hall angle and DW chirality is listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Survey of the direction of DWM with different combinations of heavy metal and ferromagnet materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heavy metal</th>
<th>Spin Hall angle</th>
<th>Ferromagnet</th>
<th>DW chirality</th>
<th>DWM direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>FeCoB[^{[58]}], Co[^{[60]}], Co/Ni[^{[55,56]}]</td>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>Same as current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>FeCoB[^{[57]}]</td>
<td>Right-handed</td>
<td>Same as current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>FeCoB[^{[57,58]}]</td>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>Against current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>FeCoB[^{[57]}]</td>
<td>Left-handed</td>
<td>Against current</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We mentioned that the SOTs drive the DWs in the same direction and cause domain shifting if all DWs are within the magnetic strip. But if one just traps a single DW within the strip, the magnetization reversal of the strip can be obtained via SOT-driven DWM. In this case, the DW device is patterned so that it consists a center wire with two large pads on the sides (Figure 3.9). An opposite domain is initiated within the pad region by an external field or current-induced oersted field. Then the opposite domain expands by the external field so that only one DW is pushed into the wire. After that, charge current pulses are applied into the device. Because the wire is much narrower that the side pad, only the current density within the wire is above the threshold to induce the SOT-DWM. As such, the magnetization state of the wire can be controlled by moving the DW from one side to the other. Beside the full magnetization reversal, different magnetization stages can be achieved with positioning the DW at different locations along the wire, which is useful for logic and neuromorphic computing\[^{[61–63]}\].

2.6 Applications and devices

The benefits of low power and ultra-fast operation speed of SOT switching encourage people to design and develop novel memory and logic architectures. Three-terminal devices with in-plane MTJs of the type-$\gamma$ geometry was first demonstrated by LQ. Liu(2012)\[^{[19]}\] and afterwards, M. Cubukcu(2014)\[^{[64]}\] incorporated perpendicular MTJs where the switching of the free layer is assisted by an external in-plane field. The write path in these devices is usually a heavy metal layer with large spin Hall angle, such as Ta or W, which allows low operation power consumption down
to 300 pJ as well as ultra-fast reversal time down to 210 ps in state-of-art SOT-MRAM (by Imec, see https://www.imec-int.com/en/articles/imec-demonstrates-manufacturability-of-state-of-the-art-spin-orbit-torque-mram-devices-on-300mm-si-wafers). On the other hand, adopting the topological insulator as the writing layer$^{[26,65]}$, although it’s still in the preliminary research stage, shows stunningly giant spin Hall angle (up to 52.2) and thus has potentials in further lowering the critical current density. Nevertheless, such high performance of SOT switching makes SOT-MRAM competitive to STT-MRAM and viable to replace low-level caches. Analysis of hybridization of SOT-MRAM with SRAM also shows significant reduction in power consumption and moderate improvement in areal density as well as performance$^{[66]}$.

In addition, SOT-driven DWM also gives rise to some smart device designs. One of the well-known examples is the racetrack memory proposed by IBM$^{[67]}$. In the racetrack memory, information is stored in a series of magnetic DWs within a nanostrip. Writing the information is simply by moving the DWs via injecting short current pulses into the nanostrip. The velocity of DWM in the stack designated for racetrack memory has been shown capable of approaching nearly 1000 m/s$^{[68]}$. Future development for racetrack memory includes efficient method in detecting DWs and packing denser DWs with high thermal stability.

On the other hand, our group$^{[69,70]}$ proposed a novel four terminal DW device, called mCell, for nonvolatile logic computing. As shown in Fig. 2.8(d), the write-path of mCell consists of a heavy metal layer and a neighbor perpendicular magnetic layer with a trapped domain. A pulse current is used to generate SHE SOTs and thus move the DW to switch the magnetic state. The read path contains an MTJ with a top reference layer and a bottom free layer. The free layer of the read path needs to be magnetically coupled to the write-path such that the switch of write path via current-induced DWM will reverse the magnetization orientation of the free layer. Meanwhile, the interlayer between the write- and read-paths is designed to be electric insulating to prevent mixing of writing and reading current. Such magnetic-coupling electric-insulating interlayer can be a magnetic oxide whose experimental development will be demonstrated in Chapter 8.
Figure 2.10 Examples of the SOT devices. (a) Three-terminal device with the in-plane MTJ, by L.Q. Liu, et al. (2012)\cite{19}. (2) Three-terminal device with the p-MTJ, from M. Cubukcu, et al. (2014)\cite{64}. (c) Racetrack memory, from IBM\cite{67}. (d) mCell by JG. Zhu\cite{69,70}. 


Chapter 3
Experimental methods

In this chapter, we present the experimental methods in fabricating and testing the SOT devices. The fabrication of nanoscale devices includes a wide variety of nanofabrication techniques such as film deposition, ion beam etching, reactive ion etching, photolithography, and e-beam lithography. All fabrication recipes are developed at CMU, and haven been proven to be reliable and repeatable after many patterning cycles. The characterizations involve the evaluations of the magnetic property, structural property as well as electrical property.

3.1 Film and device fabrication

3.1.1 Film deposition

All films used in our experiments are deposited by a physical vapor deposition technique called magnetron sputtering. In the magnetron sputtering process, the sputtering chamber is first pumped down to low pressure from $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-9}$ mTorr and then an inert gas, such as Ar gas, is introduced into the chamber at pressure in mTorr range. Next, a bias voltage is applied between target (cathode) and substrate (anode), which ionizes Ar atoms thus generating a plasma consisting of ions and electrons. Electrons are accelerated towards the anode, during which they collide with other Ar atoms and so more ions and electrons are generated to sustain plasma. On the other hand, Ar ions are accelerated towards the target (cathode) and bombard with it. Such bombardment releases target atoms all over the chamber, some of which are deposited on the substrate thus forming a thin film. One distinguished feature of magnetron sputtering is that there are magnets underneath the target. The magnetic flux from these magnets causes electrons to travel in spiral trajectory as well as concentrates them near the target. The advantages are that (1) electrons could
travel in longer distance to get more Ar atoms ionized so that plasma is more stable and (2) plasma
is confined close to the target thus having higher sputtering efficiency. Depending on the power
supply used, the sputtering can be classified into DC or RF sputtering. DC sputtering is the simplest
method that’s commonly used to sputter conductive materials such as metals. For sputtering
insulators, however, DC sputtering can cause positive charges to build up on the target surface and
thus prevent further knocking off target atoms. Therefore, RF sputtering is used for insulators
where positive and negative voltages are switched at MHz frequency to avoid charge built-up on
the target surface.

Most of our film depositions are done in the AJA 8-target sputtering system and the Nanofab
sputtering systems. Table 3.1 lists the sputtering parameters for the various materials used in our
work.

Table 3.1 Sputtering conditions for the materials used in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Power type</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Gas &amp; Pressure</th>
<th>Deposition rate</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 1.5 mT</td>
<td>0.04 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>15 W</td>
<td>Ar, 7 mT</td>
<td>0.011 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>25 W</td>
<td>Ar, 3 mT</td>
<td>0.02 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>25 W</td>
<td>Ar, 3 mT</td>
<td>0.035 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>25 W</td>
<td>Ar, 3 mT</td>
<td>0.018 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCoB</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>100 W</td>
<td>Ar, 3 mT</td>
<td>0.031 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 3 mT</td>
<td>0.037 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 5 mT</td>
<td>0.024 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 5 mT</td>
<td>0.019 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 5 mT</td>
<td>0.028 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>Ar, 10 mT</td>
<td>0.015 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O⁴</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>150 W</td>
<td>Ar, 10 mT</td>
<td>0.004 nm/s</td>
<td>AJA 8-target sputtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>150 W</td>
<td>Ar, 5 mT</td>
<td>0.039 nm/s</td>
<td>Nanofab sputtering system #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiN</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>300 W</td>
<td>2 Ar:1 N₂, 5 mT</td>
<td>0.065 nm/s</td>
<td>Nanofab sputtering system #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>Ar, 2.5 mT</td>
<td>0.119 nm/s</td>
<td>Nanofab sputtering system #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>25 W</td>
<td>Ar, 2.5 mT</td>
<td>0.267 nm/s</td>
<td>Nanofab sputtering system #1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Nanopillar device fabrication

Here we show the nanopillar device fabrication recipe developed at CMU. This recipe can
be used to fabricate nanopillar devices including the three-terminal SOT device and two-terminal
STT/oscillator devices. To best of our knowledge, this recipe has been used for years by our group
and turns out to be an efficient and robust process based on CMU’s facility. Figure 3.1 illustrates the process flow. The major steps associated with the recipe are as following:

(a) deposit magnetic and non-magnetic films, then deposit C/ SiN hard mask,
(b) electron-beam lithography (e-beam) defines HSQ nanopillars, followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) to etch through the hard mask, then ion milling to etch the metallic layers,
(c) lithographically pattern the bottom electrode, ion milling to etch into the substrate,
(d) deposit a SiN passivation layer
(e) low-angle ion mill to planarize the chip
(f) etch SiN so that C is exposed,
(g) etch C to open the top window,
(h) open the bottom windows by lithography and SiN etching,
(i) fabricate top electrodes to make the contact.

Figure 3.1 Process flow of the nanopillar device fabrication.
In step (a), multilayers of magnetic and non-magnetic films are deposited at room temperature by magnetron sputtering on Si substrate with thermally grown oxide. Next, a hard mask consisting of 60 nm C/ 5 nm SiN is deposited. The hybrid hard mask is chosen for two reasons: (1) they have much lower milling rated compared with the metallic films so they can be used to define the nanopillar during the ion milling, and (2) C and SiN can be selectively etched in RIE, which will be critical in opening the top window.

Because the nanopillar we fabricate often has the size smaller than 200 nm, e-beam lithography with negative resist HSQ is used to pattern the nanopillar. Here, HSQ is a high-resolution resist and it converts into SiO$_2$ after exposure. After HSQ pillar is defined, RIE with CH$_4$/CHF$_3$ gas is used to etch away the thin SiN layer, and then RIE with O$_2$ gas to over-etch the C layer. In this way, we create a C/ SiN/ HSQ milling mask. Some sample images of the milling mask are shown in Figure 3.2(a). Note that to prevent oxidation of the metallic stack during the C etching, a Pt capping layer is recommended for the metallic stack. Ru capping can also be used. Next, we transfer the pattern into the metallic layers by ion milling. To ensure the etching stops right at the desired layer, the in-situ secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) system is used for end-point detection. During the etching, the flux of etched materials can be generated at different angles and some of them will be re-deposited onto the sidewall of the nanopillars. The re-deposition will eventually short the nanopillar device, especially for MTJ devices. So it’s critical to clean the re-deposition after pillar etching. Hence, after etching to the bottom electrode, we use grazing-angle milling so that most of the ion beam bombard the side wall to etch away the redeposited materials. Figure 3.2(b) shows the fabricated pillars. The diameters of the final pillars are found to be 10-20% larger than the ones of the C/ SiN/ HSQ milling masks, which is caused by tilted angle etching in ion milling. The pillar height $t_{pillar}$ is recorded. The parameters used in step (b) are listed in Table 3.2.

The photolithography tool at CMU has the resolution limited to 2 $\mu m$. So in step (c), if the design of the bottom electrode has the width larger than 2 $\mu m$, we use photolithography with AZ 4210 resist to pattern the bottom electrode; otherwise we use e-beam lithography with maN 2405 resist for narrower bottom electrode. Ion milling is then to etch away all materials except for the materials below the resist so that the bottom electrode will be patterned.
After stripping the resist, a passive SiN layer of thickness $t_{SiN} = 120 \text{ nm-150 nm}$ is deposited. To planarize the chip, we use grazing-angle ion milling that can flatten the top surface of the nanopillar. The planarization time ranges from 15 min – 25 min depending on the pillar height $t_{pillar}$. Taller pillars often require longer time for desired planarization. Figure 3.3(a) shows the device surface after planarization. The etching rate of SiN at $85^0$ grazing angle is about 2 nm/min. The thickness of etched SiN $\Delta_{SiN}$ can be calculated by $(etching\ rate \times etching\ time)$.

In step (f), to open the top window, we first etch the SiN so that the C on top of the pillar will be exposed. This SiN etching step needs to be controlled carefully because it is critical to the success in opening the top window. Under-etch will cause inaccessible top window that eventually leads to the open device while over-etch will expose the side wall of the pillars and results in device shorting. To our experience, the SiN thickness to be etched that gives the best yield can be calculated from $\Delta_{SiN}' = t_{SiN} - t_{pillar} - \Delta_{SiN} + 20$ (nm). The last term is an additional 20 nm margin to ensure that the C is exposed. After that, we use RIE with O$_2$ gas to etch away all the remaining C sitting on the metallic pillar, as shown in step (g). Figure 3.3(b) shows a properly opened top window surrounded by a bright ring. The bright ring corresponds to the SiN that’s higher than the other part due to the previous imperfect planarization.

Next, we open the bottom windows via photolithography with AZ4110 resist followed by SiN etch in RIE. After cleaning the resist, the final steps are to pattern the top electrodes by photolithography with AZ 4210, Ti/Au deposition and lift-off. Figure 3.4 shows the sample image of a fabricated three-terminal MTJ device.
Figure 3.2 SEM images: (a) top view of the 60 nm C/5 nm SiN/ HSQ milling mask and (b) titled angle view of the nanopillars after ion milling.

Figure 3.3 (a) The surface of the nanopillar device after planarization. (b) A properly opened top window.

Figure 3.4 SEM image of a fabricated three-terminal MTJ device
Table 3.2 Parameters used in step (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-beam lithography defining HSQ pillar</td>
<td>Resist: HSQ</td>
<td>Elionix ELS-G100 Electron Beam Lithography System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin coat:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• dynamic dispensing: 1000 rpm, 6s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• spreading: 4000 rpm, 45s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baking: 190 °C, 1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exposure:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• beam condition: 100 kV, 1 nA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• pillar dose: 7000 μC/cm²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• alignment mark dose: 2000 μC/cm²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• developer: MF CD-26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• time: 50 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard mask etching</td>
<td>SiN etching:</td>
<td>Plasma-Therm 790 RIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• gas: 14 CF₄: 6 CHF₃, pressure: 10 mT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• power: 25 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• time: 1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C etching:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• gas: 14 Ar: 6 O₂, pressure: 10 mT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• power: 25 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• time: 6 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillar fabrication</td>
<td>Pillar etching by ion milling:</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific Ion Mill #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• angle: 22.5 degree from surface normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• power: 500 V, 40 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• time: end-point detection from SIMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Side wall trimming by ion milling:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• angle: 85 degree from surface normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• power: 500 V, 40 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• time: 28 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.3 Parameters used in step (c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Photolithography for the bottom electrode with width > 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) | Resist: AZ 4210  
Spin coating of HMDS adhesion layer and AZ 4210:  
- static dispensing: 600 rpm, 6s  
- spreading: 4000 rpm, 45 s  
Baking: 95 °C, 4 min  
Exposure:  
- power: 5 mW  
- time: 70 s  
Develop:  
- developer: AZ 400K  
- time: 1.8 min | Karl Süss MA6/BA6 Contact Aligner                                                               |
| E-beam lithography for the bottom electrode with width < 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) | Resist: maN 2405  
Spin coating of HMDS adhesion layer and AZ 4210:  
- static dispensing: 600 rpm, 6s  
- spreading: 4000 rpm, 30 s  
Baking: 95 °C 1.5 min  
Exposure:  
- beam condition: 100 kV, 1nA  
- dose: 1000 \( \mu \text{C/cm}^2 \)  
Develop:  
- developer: MF CD-26  
- time: 1.2 min | Elionix ELS-G100 Electron Beam Lithography System                                             |
| Ion milling defining bottom electrode             | • angle: 45 degree from surface normal  
• power: 500 V, 40 mA  
• time: end-point detection from SIMS  | Commonwealth Scientific Ion Mill #1 |
| Resist stripping                                  | • Sonication in NMP for 20 min and then in Acetone for 20 min                                      |                            |

### Table 3.4 Parameters for top window opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SiN etching | • gas: 14 CF\(_4\): 6 CHF\(_3\), pressure: 10mT  
• power: 25 W  
• time: 1 min  
• etch rate: 0.267 nm/s | Plasma-Therm 790 RIE          |
| C etching  | • gas: O\(_2\), pressure: 10mT  
• power: 25 W  
• time: 6 min | Plasma-Therm 790 RIE          |
### Table 3.5 Parameters for bottom window opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Photolithography for bottom window opening | Resist: AZ 4110  
Spin coating of HMDS adhesion layer and AZ 4110:  
• static dispensing: 600 rpm, 6s  
• spreading: 4000 rpm, 45 s  
Baking: 95 °C, 4 min  
Exposure:  
• power: 5 mW  
• time: 55 s  
Develop:  
• developer: AZ 400K  
• time: 1.2min | Karl Süss  
MA6/BA6  
Contact Aligner |
| SiN etching                   | gas: 14 CF₄: 6 CHF₃, pressure: 10mT  
• power: 25 W  
• time: 1 min  
• etch rate: 0.267 nm/s | Plasma-Therm  
790 RIE |
| Resist stripping              | Sonication in Acetone for 20 min |                     |

### Table 3.6 Parameters for Au deposition and lift-off in top electrode fabrication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ti/Au deposition   | Sputter etch:  
• gas: Ar, 5 mT  
• power: RF 200 W  
• time: 2 min  
Ti/Au deposition:  
• gas: Ar, 2.5 mT  
• power: DC 50 W for Ti, DC 25 W for Au  
• time: 42s for Ti, 300 s for Au | Nanofab sputtering system #1 |
| Lift off           | Soak in Acetone overnight and then sonication for 30 min                   |                       |
3.1.3 Domain wall device and Hall-bar device fabrication

Although the domain wall device and Hall-bar device have different shapes, both are composed of channels that have a length of tens of \( \mu \)ms and a width of 1-5 \( \mu m \). After deposition of the magnetic stack, they share the same two-step patterning procedure:

(a) define the device structure by lithography and ion milling,
(b) make the Au contact with the device using lithography and lift-off.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the process for patterning the Hall-bar device. First, AZ 4110 resist is spin-coated onto the surface of the chip. Then the chip is exposed by photolithography, and then developed by AZ 400K developer to form a mask for etching of the device structure. If the width of the channel is less than 2 \( \mu m \), e-beam lithography with maN 2405 resist and MF CD-26 developer will be used. Next, the chip is processed with ion milling to etching away all materials except for the ones under the resist, thereby the device pattern with the magnetic stack is formed. After stripping the resist, the chip goes through a second photolithography process with AZ 4210 resist to define the contact pattern. Finally, Au is deposited on the chip followed by a lift-off process. Figure 3.6 shows some sample images of the Hall-bar device and the domain wall device.

![Diagram of Hall-bar device fabrication process](image)

Figure 3.5 Process flow of the Hall-bar device fabrication.
3.2 Characterization

3.2.1 Hysteresis loop measurement

We use the Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM) to measure the magnetic moment of a magnetic film. The main components of the AGFM are gradient coils, vibrating rod and piezoelectric sensor (or force sensor). During measurement, the sample is attached to the end of the vibrating rod between gradient coils. The coils then generate a static field with a small alternating field to create a field gradient. When a magnetic sample with moment $m$ is subjected to a field gradient, the force on the sample is given by $F = \mu_0 m \frac{dH}{dx}$ where $\mu_0$ is the permeability of the vacuum, $\frac{dH}{dx}$ is the spatial field gradient. The displacement of the sample due to this force is detected by the piezoelectric sensor. Because the amount of displacement depends on the force acting on the sample that’s further proportional to magnetic moment, in this way the sample moment can be measured. The sensitivity of AGFM is at the magnitude of $10^{-8}$ emu, suitable for the magnetic property characterization of thin films.

3.2.2 Lattice structure characterization

We use X-ray diffraction (XRD) to characterize the lattice structure of the films. In the XRD measurement, a W filament is first heated to generate streams of electrons. The electrons are then accelerated by an electrical field towards a metal target, for instance, a Cu target. When the target is being hit by electrons, its inner shell electrons are excited to higher energy level and then relax...
back to the origin state, during which X-rays with specific wavelengths are generated. For our study, X-rays are from Cu $K_\alpha$ radiation with wavelength of 1.54 Å. When X-rays interact with the sample, there is constructive inference if incident and diffracted X-rays beams have phase difference of $2n\pi$. It occurs when relative geometry of incident X-rays and lattice planes satisfies the Bragg’s law given by $2dsin\theta = n\lambda$, where $d$ is the lattice spacing, $\theta$ is the incident angle and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of X-rays. Such constructive interference gives rise to high-intensity diffracted X-rays, which appears as peaks in the Intensity-Two theta diagram. From this diagram, we can extract structural information including the lattice constant, lattice type and epitaxy.

3.2.3 Hall-bar device testing

The Hall-bar device testing is used to measure the vertical component of the perpendicular magnetization via anomalous Hall effect. Figure 3.7 schematically shows the testing set-up. In field switching measurement, the chip sits between two electromagnets with the applied field normal to the chip surface. As a field-sweeping sequence is initiated by the controlling software, a 100 $\mu$A DC current from Keithley 2400 sourcemeter is applied into the current channel while the anomalous Hall voltage across the transverse voltage channel is detected. The anomalous Hall voltage is collected as a function of the applied field, which exhibits the existence of PMA of the magnetic stack. In current switching measurement, the chip is rotated by 90 degree so that a constant in-plane field can be applied parallel to the chip surface. A sequence of DC writing current pulses in 100 $\mu$s duration at mA level are sent into the current channel. The anomalous Hall voltage is measured with 100 $\mu$A current after each write pulse. The switching loop is recorded to determine the SOT property of the spin Hall layer.

![Figure 3.7 Illustration of the measurement set-up for the Hall-bar device testing.](image-url)
3.2.4 Three-terminal SOT device testing

The three-terminal SOT device testing is done to determine the resistance state of the MTJ given the applied current in the write path. The testing set-up is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The AVTECH (model E1-B-W3) pulse generator or Keithley 2400 sourcemeter is used to send current pulses. The AVTECH pulse generator is capable of applying pulses with 1 ns – 5 μs duration at 1-20 V. If the pulse generator is used, a 50 Ω resistor needs to be connected in parallel with the write path to minimize the impedance mismatch. To avoid the high spike voltage across the MTJ during writing, a 10 MΩ resistor is connected in series with the MTJ. The MTJ resistance is monitored by SR830 lock-in amplifier. If an external in-plane field is needed, the chip is placed between two electromagnets which can generate magnetic field ranging from -10 kOe to 10 kOe.

During testing, DC current pulses are applied into the write path. The current value sweeps from positive to negative, then back to positive again. To monitor the MTJ resistance state, a 0.1 V AC reference signal at 2 kHz is applied across the MTJ and the 10 MΩ resistor, and then the voltage on the MTJ is read back by the lock-in amplifier. The current switching loop is recorded and used to analyze the characteristics of the SOT switching.

![Figure 3.8 Illustration of the three-terminal SOT device testing](image-url)
3.2.5 Domain wall motion measurement

A typical domain wall motion device consists of a center wire with two large pads on both sides. The end of the pads connects with Au electrodes for electrical probe contact. Prior to the testing, an artificial defect region is created on the pad area of the device by pulsing 300 ns beams at 5 kV and 1 nA in a focus ion beam system (FIB). The testing set-up is shown in Figure 3.9. The chip is placed on the sample stage below which there’s a perpendicular electromagnet that can apply a magnetic field normal to the chip surface. The device is connected with an AVTECH (model E3-B-W1) pulse generator that can send 50-200 ns pulse at 1-100 V. A 50 Ω resistor is added in parallel to the device to match the output impedance of the pulse generator. The Kerr microscope with a 100X objective lens is used to perform the real-time difference imaging of the domain walls.

During the testing, a large out-of-plane field is applied to saturate the device, and then a small opposite field is applied to nucleate a domain surrounding the artificial defect. The field is turn off after the opposite domain expands into the wire. Another way to create opposite domains is by applying a large current pulse to the device. The significant joule heating can sometimes cause multiple random domain nucleation within the wire. Next, by sending moderate pulses into the wire, domain wall motion is induced and monitored by the Kerr microscope. The direction and speed of the domain wall motion are controlled by the polarity and magnitude of the applied voltage. Sequential images are taken and used to determine the velocity of domain wall motion.
Figure 3.9 (a) Schematic of the domain wall motion testing. (b) Illustration of the testing procedure.
Chapter 4
Field-free Magnetization Switching with Iridium

Switching a perpendicular nanomagnet via spin Hall effect (SHE) induced spin orbit torques (SOTs) requires an in-plane field to break the symmetry\textsuperscript{[18,71]}. Apply an \textit{external} in-plane field, however, is not desirable for practical applications of SOT devices. Here we attempt to eliminate the need for an external field by engineering the SOT materials. In particular, we demonstrate that the field-free switching of a perpendicular magnet can be achieved by utilizing an iridium (Ir) layer. The Ir layer not only provides SOTs via SHE but also induce a local in-plane field through interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) with an in-plane magnetic layer, combined of which gives rise to the perpendicular SOT switching that doesn’t require an external field. Experimental observations also show that the SOT driven field-free magnetization reversal in the micron-size devices takes place as domain nucleation and expansion. In addition, micromagnetic modeling is carried out to provide in-depth understanding of the SOT driven perpendicular magnetization reversal process in the presence of the in-plane exchange coupling field.

4.1 Material selection

The idea here in achieving the external-field-free SOT switching lies in replacing the external field with a “local” in-plane field that’s naturally existed in the SOT device. One approach to have such local field is via utilizing the interlayer exchange coupling (IEC), i.e. RKKY interaction. Figure 4.1 shows the designed SOT device that makes use of the IEC to assist the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet. Compared to the conventional SOT device, there is an additional in-plane layer placed underneath the heavy metal layer. The heavy metal layer is designed to be a RKKY material so that it exchange couples the magnetic layers below and above it. As a result, the top perpendicular layer experiences a local in-plane field deriving from the IEC
with the bottom in-plane layer. When SHE-induced SOTs are exerted on the top layer, the local in-plane field can facilitate the SOTs to flip the magnetic moment and thus lead to deterministic magnetization switching. For this device to work, it’s necessary to select a heavy metal material that satisfies the following requirements:

(a) it’s capable of providing adequate IEC to couple the adjacent ferromagnetic layers,

(b) it’s able to generate large enough spin current for inducing SOT magnetization switching,

(c) in order to have the potential in integrating with perpendicular MTJs, it should promote, or at least not degrade, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of the adjacent Fe/Co-based magnetic layers.

The survey of some common spin-Hall and RKKY materials is listed in Table 4.1. The widely used spin-Hall materials, such as Ta and W, have good spin Hall properties but don’t supply enough IEC. The strong RKKY material Ru, on the other hand, doesn’t show clear evidence of SHE. Eventually, we discover that Ir has well balanced properties in terms of both SHE and IEC. Additionally, Ir can form strong PMA with the ultra-thin Co and FeCoB/ MgO layers. These combined characteristics make Ir a desirable candidate in order to achieve the field-free SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet.

Figure 4.1 The designed device that utilizes IEC to assist the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet. The heavy metal layer in the middle can provide IEC so that the top perpendicular layer $m_2$ experiences an in-plane exchange coupling field $H_{local}$ from the bottom in-plane layer $m_1$. The antiferromagnetic coupling is shown in this drawing.
Table 4.1 Summary of the IEC, SHE and PMA of some spin-Hall and RKKY materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>IEC</th>
<th>SHE</th>
<th>PMA with Co</th>
<th>PMA with FeCoB/MgO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>Very weak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Very weak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Interlayer exchange coupling and spin Hall effect of Ir

To study the IEC of Ir, we fabricate a series of films that consists of substrate/ Co (1.1 nm)/ Ir ($t_{Ir}$)/ Co (1.1 nm)/ Ta (2 nm), where $t_{Ir}$ ranges from 0.6 nm to 1.65 nm. All films show well-defined PMA originating from the Ir/Co interfaces. The measured perpendicular hysteresis loops are used to determine the strength of IEC via the Ir spacer. Figure 4.2 shows the exchange coupling field as a function of the Ir thickness. Note that only antiferromagnetic coupling is included in Figure 4.2. The first antiferromagnetic coupling peak of Ir locates at 0.6 nm, which gives quite strong coupling field of 9 kOe. The magnitude of exchange coupling field (strength) decays dramatically from the first peak to the second peak locating at 1.35 nm. The exchange coupling field via the 1.35 nm Ir is around 850 Oe.

Figure 4.2 Antiferromagnetic coupling field as a function of the Ir spacer thickness. Top right: perpendicular M-H loop of Co (1.1 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co (1.1 nm).
To explore whether Ir can generate sufficient spin current for inducing magnetization switching, we perform the SHE-induced switching experiments. The film stack for this study is substrate/ Ta(0.5 nm)/ Ir(3 nm)/ Co(1.2 nm)/ Ta(2 nm). The film is patterned into Hall-bar devices with 4-μm wide current channel and 1-μm wide voltage channel utilizing e-beam lithography, optical lithography and ion beam etching. Figure 4.3(b) shows the perpendicular-field-driven anomalous Hall effect (AHE) loop, confirming that the PMA of the Co layer preserves after device fabrication. In current-induced switching measurement, current pulses are injected along the current channel with each pulse length of 100 μs. The amplitude of the current at milliamp (mA) level sweeps from negative to positive values and back to negative again. The anomalous Hall voltage is measured after each write pulse with a read current of 100 μA. An external in-plane field $H_x$ is applied ranging from 100 Oe to -100 Oe. Figure 4.3(c) shows the measured anomalous Hall voltage as a function of current density in the Ir layer with or without an externally applied in-plane field $H_x$. Bipolar magnetization switching occurs in the presence of $H_x$ while no sign of switching is observed without $H_x$. This agrees with the ‘symmetry’ argument for the SOT perpendicular magnetization switching, as discussed in Chapter 2, that an in-plane field is required to assist the switching. Furthermore, the switching loop has flipped shape as the direction of $H_x$ reverses. The direction of $H_x$ determining the switching behavior is also a typical evidence of SHE-induced switching of a perpendicular magnet. Hence, our results have proven that Ir has strong enough SHE to generate sufficient SOTs for switching a perpendicular Co layer. Note that the actual spin Hall angle of Ir is still under debate for that different research groups reported different values depending on their fabrication and measurement techniques\(^{[72–75]}\). From our other experiments, the current density needed for switching a perpendicular Co layer by Ir is found to be about 30-35% higher than that by Pt, which gives a rough estimate of Ir’s spin Hall angle to be 2/3 of Pt. With that being mentioned, however, our main interest in the study of Figure 4.3 lies in whether Ir can produce enough spin current for inducing SOT switching rather than investigating the fundamental physical property of Ir.
4.3 Field-free magnetization switching of a perpendicular Co layer

Now that we’ve obtained clear signs of IEC as well as SHE of Ir, we’d like to harness these properties to realize the field-free SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet. The key is to be able to provide a local in-plane exchange field for the perpendicular layer from its coupled in-plane layer via Ir. For this purpose, the film stack for field-free magnetization switching is designed to be substrate/ Co(2)/ Ru(0.85)/ Co(2)/ Ir(1.35)/ Co(1.2)/ Ta(2), with unit in nanometers. The top thin Co layer is naturally perpendicularly magnetized due to the interfacial PMA arising from the interface with the Ir layer. The thickness of the Ir layer is chosen corresponding to the second antiferromagnetic coupling peak in Figure 4.2. The reasons for not using the thickness of the first coupling peak are that (1) the exchange coupling at the first peak (via 0.6 nm Ir) is too strong so that the coupled perpendicular Co layer will be pulled to in-plane direction (2) 0.6 nm thickness can be harder to control experimentally and thereby inconsistent from time to time. The Co/Ru/Co below the Ir layer is a flux-matched in-plane synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) structure where the upper Co layer is designated to serve as the source of the local exchange coupling field. The
reasons for using the SAF instead of a single in-plane Co layer is that the zero net moment of the SAF minimizes the effect of the in-plane stray field from the in-plane Co layers and thus if there is any sign of a local in-plane field, we will know that it can only derive from the IEC. Figure 4.4(b) shows the in-plane hysteresis loop of the SAF. Unlike the double switching in antiferromagnetically coupled perpendicular layers (for example, as shown in Figure 4.2 top right), the hysteresis loop of the in-plane SAF only shows gradual change in the magnetic moment. This is because the exchange coupling via 0.85 Ru is quite strong, and so the in-plane Co layers behave like single domain within the isotropic film plane. In such case, when the moment of one Co layer rotates within the film plane, the moment of the other Co layer is forced to rotate simultaneously by the strong exchange coupling field. At zero field, the two Co layers are anti-aligned along the direction normal to the applied magnetic field. Hence, what we observe is the gradual change in the magnet moment.

![Figure 4.4](image)

Figure 4.4 (a) Film stack for field-free magnetization switching, with unit in nanometers. (b) In-plane hysteresis loop of a pure SAF structure with the film stack of substrate/ Ta/ Co(2 nm)/ Ru(0.85 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ta. (c) Schematic illustration of the Hall-bar device for spin-orbit torque measurement. (d) Perpendicular-field-driven anomalous Hall effect loop for the device with the film stack shown in (a).
The film is then lithographically patterned into cross-shape Hall-bar devices with 1-μm voltage channel and 4-μm current channel. Figure 4.4(d) shows the measured Hall voltage arising from anomalous Hall effect (AHE) with varying external perpendicular fields. The squared shape of the AHE loop indicates clear perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the top Co layer at device level.

Next, we perform current-induced magnetization switching measurements. Figure 4.5(a) shows the anomalous Hall voltage as a function of current density with a series of external in-plane fields \( H_x \), applied along the current direction. For \( H_x > 200 \text{ Oe} \), well defined switching loops are obtained with positive and negative saturation values corresponding to the two perpendicular magnetization states. At \( H_x = 200 \text{ Oe} \), the switching hysteresis loop collapses, indicating no magnetization switching occurs. At zero external field, the switching completely recovers, however, with flipped loop shape. The same switching loops are maintained for \( H_x < 0 \). Figure 4.5(b) shows the similar measurement sequence with the reversed magnetization of the bottom SAF structure (from \( \leftrightarrow \) to \( \Rightarrow \)). In contrast to that shown in Figure 4.5(a), the collapse of the switching hysteresis loop now occurs at \( H_x = -200 \text{ Oe} \) instead.

It is our interpretation that when charge current flows into the Ir layer, pure spin current is generated due to SHE and then injected to the top perpendicular Co layer. This pure spin current drives the observed magnetization reversals provided there exists an in-plane magnetic field. At zero applied field, this in-plane field arises from the IEC between the perpendicular Co and in-plane Co layers above and below the Ir interlayer via the RKKY interaction. When the externally applied field cancels the coupling field in magnitude and direction exactly, magnetization reversal no longer occurs. Our evidence suggests this in-plane coupling field has a magnitude of 200 Oe. It should be noted that the 200 Oe coupling field shown in the devices is significantly smaller than that measured at film level, which is around 850 Oe.
Figure 4.5 Anomalous Hall voltage as a function of injected current density with different external magnetic fields $H_x$ along the current direction. Bottom SAF is set as (a) $\leftrightarrow$, and (b) $\Rightarrow$.

### 4.4 Switching process

To understand the nature of the current-induced magnetization switching in the presence of the in-plane coupling field in our devices, Kerr microscopy is utilized to visualize magnetization reversal process. In this measurement, a sequence of 100-ns current pulses is applied into the current channel of the device, and Kerr images are taken after each pulse. As shown in Figure 4.6(a), it’s observed that small opposite domains nucleate at the beginning of the reversal. The nucleation sites mostly locate around the device edge which is likely due to the degradation of perpendicular anisotropy possibly caused by the etching process during device fabrication. Continued application of subsequent current pulses results in the expansion of the reversed domains in all directions. With sufficient number of current pulses, the region along the current pulses can be mostly reversed. We should note that there are always some small residual domains located sparsely along the current path that are difficult to eliminate, even with perpendicular magnetic field.
Figure 4.6 Kerr microscope images showing the domain wall propagation during the current-induced magnetization switching process, without external magnetic field. Current is applied in –x (left) and +x (right) directions. Bottom SAF is set as $\leftrightarrow$. Between image in each column: 100-ns pulse, 1 pulse.

Figure 4.7 (a) Schematic illustration of right-handed domain wall structures in Ir/Co system. Red arrows: down-up domain wall. Blue arrows: up-down domain wall. (b) Domain wall structures in presence of the exchange coupling field.

It has been observed that SHE can induce domain wall motion (DWM) in heavy metal/ferromagnet systems$^{35,59,76,77}$. One of the keys to enable the SHE-induced DWM is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) at heavy metal/ferromagnet interface that not only makes Neel-type domain walls (DWs) more energetically favorable than Bloch-type ones but also introduces chirality to the domain wall structure. Normally, up-down and down-up DWs of an
opposite domain possess the same chirality (either left- or right-handed), as shown in Figure 4.7(a). These DWs move in the same direction when receiving the SOTs from the neighboring heavy metal layer and thus domains can only shift forwards or backwards. With applying external in-plane field that’s larger than the effective DMI field, up-down and down-up DWs can turn into different chiral structures. They travel in the opposite directions when interacting with SOTs. As a result, a domain can either expand or shrink depending on the direction of injected current, which further leads to deterministic magnetization switching.

In our case, we measured the effective DMI field as well as DW chirality at Ir/Co interface by measuring the growth of magnetic bubble domains. The mechanism of this measurement is schematically demonstrated in Figure 4.8(a). During the measurement, a magnetic bubble domain (Figure 4.8(a), solid circle) is first initiated. Then perpendicular-field pulses are applied to grow the bubble domain, with or without the presence of an in-plane field. If no in-plane field is applied, the bubble domain should grow symmetrically regardless of the DW structure. When perpendicular-field pulses are exerted with an in-plane field present, the bubble domain will grow faster at one side where its center DW magnetization lies parallel to the in-plane field. A naïve way to understand it is that the in-plane field assists the precession of DW magnetizations in their travelling direction. As for the DW with magnetization anti-aligned to the in-plane field, the growing speed is suppressed. Accordingly, the bubble domain exhibits asymmetrical growth (Figure 4.8(a), dashed circles on the left and right). Note that this can only occur in the case of Neel-type DWs stabilized by DMI. The chirality of Neel-type DW as well as the effective DMI field can be determined by DW velocity curve as a function of the in-plane field. The results for our film with Ir(3 nm)/Co(1.2 nm) are shown in Figure 4.8(b). As a small positive in-plane field \( H_x \) is applied, we observe up-down DW moves faster while down-up DW moves slower. Since higher DW velocity is the result of parallel configuration of \( H_x \) and DW magnetization, we infer that DW chirality at Ir/Co interface is right-handed. In addition, the velocity of down-up DW reaches a minimum at \( H_x = +90 \text{ Oe} \). Similarly, another minimum is observed for up-down DW at \( H_x = -90 \text{ Oe} \). These minima occur when \( H_x \) exactly cancel with the effective DMI field that stabilizes Neel-type DWs, which implies the effective DMI field has the magnitude of 90 Oe. As \( H_x \) further increases, it’s able to flip the anti-aligned DW magnetization and thus DW velocity starts to increase.
Figure 4.8 Schematic of magnetic bubble domain measurement. Solid circle: initial bubble domain. Dashed circle: bubble domain after growth. Black arrow: magnetization at center of DW. (b) Velocity of down-up and up-down domain wall as a function of in-plane magnetic field. The perpendicular field used for growing the bubble domain has the magnitude of $H_z = 50$ Oe.

With the effective DMI field being characterized as 90 Oe, the exchange coupling field (200 Oe) in our devices is able to overcome the effective DMI field and give rise to the domain walls with opposite chirality (Figure 4.7(b)). Hence, based on our observations, it’s the two types of domain walls moving in opposite directions that enables field-free magnetization switching. Therefore, the magnetization switching process in our devices can be interpreted as domain nucleation followed with thermally assisted SHE-driven DWM till the expansion of reversed domains produces full reversal.

Recently, CB Seung-heon, et al.\textsuperscript{[43]} reported that spin current generated by the interface of non-magnetic metal/ in-plane magnetized ferromagnet can contain some perpendicular
polarization. Such perpendicular component of the spin current further gives rise to the SOTs that can achieve field-free magnetization switching. This mechanism can’t be applied to explain our observations since the spin diffusion length of Ir is only 0.5 nm\textsuperscript{[78]}. Therefore, even if such spin current is generated at Ir/ in-plane Co interface it can’t travel through the 1.35 nm-thick Ir layer to reach the top perpendicular Co layer.

### 4.5 Simulation

To provide further understanding of the magnetization reversal process, the effect of pure spin current on the perpendicular Co layer is modeled by Slonczewski spin transfer torque included Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert damped gyromagnetic equation of motion. The full stack is modeled with the bottom SAF structure set as $\perp$. The IEC strength between the perpendicular Co layer and the in-plane Co layer sandwiching the Ir layer is varied throughout the study. The top perpendicular Co layer is assumed to have 2 nm thickness with interfacial perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy of $K_s = 4 \times 10^3$ J/m\textsuperscript{2} and saturation magnetization $M_s = 1.2$ T. The two Co layers in the Co/Ru/Co SAF are assumed to be flux-matched without perpendicular anisotropy and to have antiparallel exchange coupling of $\sigma_{ex,SAF} = -1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ J/m\textsuperscript{2}. The film stack is meshed laterally with each mesh cell of 2 x 2 nm\textsuperscript{2} size. The exchange stiffness constant $A = 1.6 \times 10^{-11}$ J/m is assumed for all three Co layers. A spatially uniform pure spin current with spin polarization along the positive y-direction is assumed corresponding to a charge current density of $J_c = 10^{12}$ A/m\textsuperscript{2} and a spin Hall angle of 0.1. The top Co layer of the SAF is always magnetized along the positive x-direction with essentially uniform magnetization. Zero DMI is assumed for simplification.

The modeling is carried out by initially creating a reversed domain, or domains, in a perpendicularly saturated top Co layer. Figure 4.9 shows sets of time evolution of domain configurations during the expansion of the initial reverse domains under the pure spin current. It is found that the reversed domains expand in all directions. Domain walls that are parallel to the IEC field (as in the top left) move as fast as those orthogonal to the field (top right). It is interesting to note that as the reverse domains expand, the wall fronts often become curved during their motion (except when the wall front is perpendicular to the exchange field, as the case of top right in the Figure 4.9 shows.). This is because the wall moving speed is correlated with the orientation of magnetization component at the center of the wall. Figure 4.10 shows the wall speed as a function
of the along-wall projection of the magnetization at the center of the wall with varying IEC strength. The simulation results suggest that the wall moves faster when the magnetization at the center of the wall becomes more parallel to the tangent of the wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen that not only the speed of DWM but also the slope of the speed angular dependence increases with higher IEC field.

![Figure 4.9 Simulated domain expansion in the perpendicular Co layer in the presence of the in-plane coupling field. The charge current flows along the x-axis. \( t_1 < t_2 < t_3 < t_4 \) represents the time evolution during the application of current.](image)

![Figure 4.10 Calculated domain wall moving speed under the SHE generated spin current as a function of the direction cosine of the wall center magnetization along the wall tangent with four different in-plane coupling field strengths.](image)
4.6 SOT Switching with Ir at other thickness

The SOT switching with Ir at other thickness is also investigated. All fabrication and measurement parameters are kept the same as previously used except that the Ir thickness is changed to 3 nm. Now the device contains the film stack of substrate/ Co(2)/ Ru(0.85)/ Co(2)/ Ir(3)/ Co(1.2)/ Ta(2), with unit in nanometers. With the 3 nm Ir layer, the strength of the IEC should decay to nearly zero. Current switching results in Figure 4.11 show that the magnetization reversal takes place in the presence of an external in-plane field while negligible moment change is observed at zero field. The switching results clearly differs from the ones with the 1.35 nm Ir, which further verifies that the IEC plays an important role in realizing the field-free SOT magnetization switching.

![Current switching results with a 3-nm Ir.](image)

4.7 Replacing Ir with other spin Hall materials

Instead of IEC, it was suggested that the magnetic stray field from the in-plane layer underneath the spin Hall layer might be able to assist the perpendicular SOT switching\cite{79,80}. Here, we examine this concept by using two heavy metal materials, Pt or W, that are known to have prominent SHE but weak IEC.

For the study with W, the film stack consist of substrate/ Ta(0.5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ W(2 nm)/ FeCoB(1.2 nm)/ MgO(2 nm)/ Ta(2 nm). In order to promote the PMA of the FeCoB layer, the film is post-annealed at 300 °C for 10 min with a 5 kOe field applied normal to the film surface. Figure
Figure 4.12 shows the current switching results under different external in-plane fields measured in the Hall-bar device. As we can see, the in-plane Co layer is first saturated at $H_x = +1000$ Oe, and under this field full SOT switching of the perpendicular FeCoB layer is observed. As $H_x$ decreases to $+100$ Oe, the switching becomes incomplete, which is indicated by the reduced range of the anomalous Hall voltage. The switching loop further shrinks with smaller $H_x$ and eventually flattens at $H_x = +25$ Oe. At zero field, partial switching occurs with the change in anomalous Hall voltage only 27% of that at $H_x = +1000$ Oe. We notice that the shape of the switching loop changes from anti-clockwise at $H_x \geq 50$ Oe to clockwise at zero field, indicating the net field acting on the perpendicular Co layer changes its sign. This can be the evidence of the magnetic stray field pointing in $-x$ direction because the stray field acting on the top perpendicular layer should be antiparallel to the magnetization of its source that’s the bottom in-plane Co layer. The switching loop recovers when a negative field is applied. The switching range at $H_x = -100$ Oe is slightly larger than that at $H_x = +100$ Oe, which further confirms the existence of the in-plane stray field.

![Diagram of switching loops](image)

Figure 4.12 Current switching results in W-based device. The switching loops are measured under various external in-plane fields starting from $+1000$ Oe to $-500$ Oe.

More experiments are conducted with Pt to be the spin Hall material. Here the film stack is Ta(0.5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Pt(2 nm)/ [Co(0.3 nm)/Ni(0.6 nm)] x2.5/ Ta(2 nm). The perpendicular component is the Co/Ni multilayer stack. Figure 4.13 shows the current switching in the patterned
Hall-bar device. In this case, very small proportion of the perpendicular moment can be switched without an external field. Interestingly, it’s found that the switching polarity at zero field is the same as that at a large external field, suggesting there’s a ferromagnetic coupling across the 2 nm Pt, although the coupling is quite weak. In this case, the coupling field and the stray field are in opposite directions, countering each other’s effect, and thus the switching range at zero field appears to be quite small.

Figure 4.13 Current switching results with Pt. (a) The device is first saturated and the switching loop is recorded at $H_x = +1000$ Oe. Then the field is turned off and switching loop is measured again. (b) $H_x$ is first set as -1000 Oe and then to 0 Oe.

We can also estimate the stray field from the 2 nm in-plane Co layer mathematically. In Figure 4.14, the in-plane Co layer is simplified as a single domain. Point A and B are at the two ends of the in-plane Co layer while point C is at the center of the perpendicular layer. We would like to calculate the stray field $H_C$ at point C due to the magnetic flux coming out from point A and B. Now the field from point A is given by $H_A = \frac{\mu_0 m_A}{4\pi r^2} = \frac{\mu_0 m_A}{4\pi (d^2 + l^2)}$ where $m_A$ is the magnetic strength at point A. Similarly, the field from point B is $H_B = \frac{\mu_0 m_B}{4\pi (d^2 + l^2)}$. From the geometry shown
in Figure 4.14, we have \( H_C = H_A \cos \theta + H_B \cos \theta \). Because \( m_A = m_B \) and \( \cos \theta = \frac{l}{\sqrt{d^2 + l^2}} \), by rearranging the equation we can get

\[
H_C = 2H_A \cos \theta = \frac{\mu_0 m_A 2l}{4\pi (d^2 + l^2)^{3/2}} = \frac{\mu_0 M}{4\pi (d^2 + l^2)^{3/2}} \approx \frac{\mu_0 M}{4\pi l^3}
\]

Equation 4.1

where \( M \) is the moment of the in-plane Co layer. On the other hand, the moment of the in-plane Co layer can be calculated by \( M = M_s V \) where \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetization of Co and \( V \) is the layer volume. By plugging the experimental parameters, we get \( H_C = 0.46 \) Oe, which is almost negligible. Clearly, such small field can’t cause the complete SOT switching of the perpendicular Co layer. With this being mentioned, however, it should be noted that the stray field can be prominent at the two ends of the perpendicular layer due to much smaller \( l \) value in Equation 4.1.

So there can be some domain expansions at the two ends of the perpendicular layer.

![Figure 4.14 Calculation of the stray field. The blue rectangle is the in-plane Co layer that’s viewed as a single domain. Point A and B are at the two ends of the in-plane layer. Point C denote the center position of the perpendicular layer. Here, \( 2l = 12 \) \( \mu m \) and \( d = 2 \) nm.](image)

Both our experimental and calculation results show that the stray field from an in-plane layer is not adequate for inducing complete perpendicular SOT switching. Therefore, using the stray field is not an ideal approach to realize the field-field perpendicular SOT switching.

### 4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated that Ir is capable of acting as both a spin-current source via SHE as well as a local field mediator by IEC. With these properties combined, we were able to obtain the robust field-free SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet in absence of an external
field. The switching process in the fabricated micron-size devices was found to be dominated by SHE-induced DWs propagation to achieve the full expansion of reserved domains. The role of the in-plane exchange coupling field in the DWM is that it overcomes the effective DMI field and alter the chiral structures of the DWs. Modeling study shows that in the presence of the in-plane coupling field, the nucleated domains can expand in all directions and the higher the coupling field, the higher the expansion speed of the reversed domains. The domain wall speed also increases when the magnetization at the center of the wall becomes more parallel to the wall during the motion. It’s noteworthy that the film stack we used is easy to be built up with magnetoresistive layers on the top. Meanwhile, the device size should be able to scale down to the dimension of tens of nanometers, which shows its potential for practical applications in memory and logic.
Chapter 5
Ir-enabled Field-free Spin-orbit-torque Switching of Perpendicular Magnetic Tunnel Junction Device

In this chapter, we continue to explore the potential of the Ir-enabled field-free switching scheme. We would like to combine the switching scheme with the perpendicular MTJs (p-MTJs) and build the three-terminal MTJ device that doesn’t require an external field to operate. This chapter is divided into two parts: the first part focuses on the experimental development of p-MTJs; in the second part, the p-MTJ is directly integrated with our Ir-enabled field-free switching scheme, where we experimentally demonstrate the field-free spin-orbit-torque (SOT) switching of p-MTJs via utilizing Ir as the material of a dual-function: generation of SOT along with mediating an in-plane field. The device we use adopts the usual three-terminal device design and doesn’t require special engineering in device shape or inserting other functional layers. We show that the Ir-enabled field-free device exhibits reliable writing and reading operations, moving a step closer to the practical applications of SOT-related magnetoresistive devices.

5.1 Development of p-MTJs

Although lots of works have been reported in the p-MTJ development, to our experience we notice that the optimal parameters in fabricating MTJ can vary from facilities to facilities. Hence, here we show the process for developing the basic p-MTJs. The purpose is to be able to fabricate usable p-MTJs serving as the storage unit in the SOT device as well as to get deeper understanding of the characteristics of p-MTJ.
5.1.1 MTJ background

An MTJ consists of an insulating tunnel barrier sandwiched by two conductive ferromagnetic layers. When tunnel barrier is thin enough (usually few angstroms to few nanometers), electrons could tunnel through it due to the nature of their wave characteristics\textsuperscript{[10]}. The conductance of an MTJ depends on the relative orientation of magnetizations of two ferromagnetic layers, which is expressed as

\[ G(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} (G_p + G_{AP}) + \frac{1}{2} (G_p - G_{AP}) \cos \theta \]

Equation 5.1

where \( G_p \) and \( G_{AP} \) are the conductance when magnetizations of two ferromagnetic layers are parallel and antiparallel, respectively. \( \theta \) is the angle between two magnetization orientations. An MTJ has the lowest resistance when two magnetizations are parallel while having the highest resistance when two magnetizations are antiparallel (Figure 5.1). The tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio, which measures the difference between lowest and highest resistance states, is given by

\[ TMR = \frac{G_p - G_{AP}}{G_{AP}} = \frac{R_{AP} - R_P}{R_P} \]

Equation 5.2

where \( R_P \) and \( R_{AP} \) are the resistance when magnetizations of two ferromagnetic layers are parallel and antiparallel, respectively. In an MTJ, one of the ferromagnetic layers is usually magnetically harder (by controlling the thickness or coupling with other magnetic layers) than the other one. Due to difference in magnetic anisotropy, two orientation states, and hence two resistance states, could be obtained by applying magnetic field or current-induced spin torques.

TMR originates from the difference in the electron density states at Fermi level of majority and minority spins\textsuperscript{[10,81]}. Because electron spins are conserved during tunneling, electrons can only tunnel into the sub-band of the same spin orientation. If majority-spin electrons are available for tunneling and corresponding sub-band on the other side of barrier is also majority, the resistance is low. And if the sub-band on the other side of barrier is minority instead, it results in high resistance.
Figure 5.1 Two resistance states of an MTJ depending on the relative orientations of two ferromagnetic layers.

The first room-temperature MTJ was experimentally demonstrated in 1991 with amorphous aluminum oxide barrier, which has 2.7% TMR\cite{82}. People later reported higher TMR up to 70% by using ferromagnetic electrodes with larger polarization factors, such as Fe\cite{83}, Co\cite{84} and FeCoB\cite{8}. In 2001, it was theoretically predicted that MTJ with MgO barrier with (001) Fe electrodes could have TMR exceeding 1000\% \cite{85,86}, which was experimentally realized in 2004 with TMR over 200\%\cite{87,88}. Later, TMR over 600\% was achieved in FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB stacks in which magnetization of FeCoB has in-plane direction\cite{9}. In recent years, the MgO-barrier MTJ with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) stands out due to the high thermal stability and good scalability\cite{89,90}, which allows for high-density memory and logic applications.

The simplest film stack of p-MTJ consists of an insulating MgO layer sandwiched by two FeCoB layers, surrounded by boron absorption layers such as Ta layers. For as-deposited MTJ films, FeCoB layers grow in amorphous phase while MgO grows in [001] direction perpendicular to the substrate. As-deposited MTJ usually has in-plane magnetization due to the shape anisotropy (demagnetization) of the film. Then the film is processed for post annealing at 250-400 °C for a period of time up to several hours. During annealing, interstitial boron diffuses out from FeCoB and is absorbed by the adjacent Ta layer due to the lower chemistry potential. It makes the leftover FeCo start to crystallize coherently based on the template provided by the (001) MgO, which results in the $<001>[110]\text{MgO} \parallel <001>[100]\text{FeCo}$ orientation relationship. Such coherent crystallization not only gives rise to the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy but also results in the
spin-dependent match between evanescent states within the MgO barrier and electronic states of FeCo that leads to the giant magnetoresistance.

5.1.2 Experimental development

We begin with investigating and optimizing the film properties, where the effects of FeCoB thickness and annealing temperature on the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are explored. Next, we fabricate the devices with the basic trilayer MTJ stacks, and study the TMR and RA properties as well as their relationship with the MgO thickness. After that, we integrate a perpendicular synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) structure to pin the top FeCoB layer of the MTJ.

5.1.2.1 Effect of FeCoB thickness on perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)

To get perpendicular FeCoB layers, we first study the FeCoB thickness dependence of magnetic anisotropy. The FeCoB layers below and above the MgO layer are studied separately. The film stacks are substrate/ Ta(10 nm)/ FeCoB(1-2 nm)/ MgO(1 nm)/ Ta(2 nm) (denoted as the bottom FeCoB stack) and substrate/ Ta(10 nm)/ MgO(1 nm)/ FeCoB(1.2-2.1 nm)/ Ta (10 nm) (denoted as the top FeCoB stack). The films are then processed for post-annealing at 300 °C for 10 min. An external field of 5 kOe is applied during post-annealing, which is normal to the film surface. Hysteresis loops are measured by AGFM. Figure 5.2 shows the examples of hysteresis loops of the films with 1 nm and 2 nm bottom FeCoB layers. It can be seen that the film with the thinner FeCoB layer has a perpendicular easy axis while the other one has the easy axis lying in the film plane.

![Hysteresis loops](image)

Figure 5.2 Hysteresis loops of the bottom FeCoB stacks with (a) 1.2 nm and (b) 2 nm FeCoB layer.
From the hysteresis loops of the stacks with the varying FeCoB thickness, we can evaluate the effective anisotropy of the FeCoB layers. We calculate the effective anisotropy of FeCoB layers by

\[ K_{\text{eff}} = \frac{H_k M_s}{2}, \]

where \( H_k \) is the anisotropy field determined from the saturation field in the hard-axis loop and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetization. Here, \( H_k \) is a positive (negative) value for the perpendicular (in-plane) films. \( M_s \) of FeCoB is measured to be 585.4 emu/cc. Figure 5.3 shows the thickness dependent effective anisotropy \( K_{\text{eff}} \) of both the bottom and top FeCoB layers. In general, the two \( K_{\text{eff}} \) curves follow the similar trend but the curve of the top FeCoB stacks is right shifted compared with that of the bottom FeCoB stacks. It was reported that such difference is due to that top and bottom FeCoB layers have different thicknesses of the so-called “magnetic dead layer”\[89\]. Such magnetic dead layer is formed due to the high concentration of boron near the FeCoB/ Ta interface, thus making part of the FeCoB layer non-magnetic. One evidence of the dead layer in our films is that we observe no magnetic signal when the FeCoB layer thickness is below some critical value, i.e. 0.6 nm–0.8 nm. Figure 5.3 implies that dead layer in top layer should be 0.1-0.2 nm thicker than that in bottom layer. In addition, we observe that \( K_{\text{eff}} \) is initially positive and increases with FeCoB layer thickness to reach a peak, and then drops to a negative value.

In our case, \( K_{\text{eff}} \) consists of the three terms as

\[ K_{\text{eff}} t_{\text{FeCoB}} = K_u t_{\text{FeCoB}} - 2\pi M_s^2 t_{\text{FeCoB}} + K_s \quad \text{Equation 5.3} \]

where the first term is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the second term is the shape anisotropy and the last term is the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy. Here, \( K_u \) is negligible because FeCo has a BCC lattice structure that is isotropic along all primitive axes. Shape anisotropy results from the demagnetization and it pulls the magnetization into the film plane. \( K_s \) arises from the FeCoB/MgO interface and more specifically, from the hybridization of 3d orbital of Co/Fe with 2p orbital of O at the interface\[89][91][92]. When the FeCoB layer is very thin, the in-plane demagnetization is small while the interfacial perpendicular component dominates. The initial increase in \( K_{\text{eff}} \) with thicker FeCoB should result from the better developed FeCo/ MgO interface that results in more Fe/Co-O bonds. As the FeCoB layer becomes thicker, shape anisotropy gradually overcomes interfacial anisotropy and thus the easy axis leans towards the in-plane direction. Above some threshold thickness (1.7-1.9 nm), the FeCoB layer becomes totally in-plane.
From Equation 5.3, we can estimate $K_s$ by getting the y-intercepts of the thickness dependence curves, which give us $K_s = 1.2 \text{ ergs/cm}^2$.

![Figure 5.3 Effective anisotropy as a function of FeCoB thickness.](image)

### 5.1.2.2 Effect of annealing temperature

Next, the top and bottom FeCoB stacks with the highest $K_{eff}$ are selected for the annealing temperature study. They are annealed at different temperatures ranging from 250 °C to 375 °C. Figure 5.4 shows the change of $K_{eff}$ as a function of the annealing temperature. We can see that moderate annealing (200°C – 325°C) significantly enhances $K_{eff}$. It’s reasonable because the annealing helps boron diffuse out of FeCo into the Ta layer and thus FeCo coherently crystalizes from the interface with MgO, resulting in a sharper FeCo/MgO interface that increases the PMA. As shown in Figure 5.4, $K_{eff}$ of the bottom FeCoB stack reaches a peak at 300°C while the top FeCoB stack at 325°C. The difference may be due to that the top FeCoB stack is slightly thicker than the bottom stack and thus needs higher temperature for the full boron diffusion. After annealing at the temperature above 350 °C, the sharp decrease in $K_{eff}$ of both the top and bottom stacks is observed. Such drop can be explained by that the interdiffusion between the FeCoB and MgO layers becomes significant at high temperature and gives non-uniform interface. Additionally, Ta has also been observed to be able to penetrate through the FeCoB layer and travel into the MgO layer\[93\], substantially reducing the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy.
5.1.2.3 Basic MTJ stack

After characterizing the top and bottom FeCoB layers individually, here we combine them and deposit the basic MTJ stack consisting of Ta(10 nm)/FeCoB(1.2 nm)/MgO(1 nm)/FeCoB(1.3 nm)/Ta(10 nm). The magnetic property is shown in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the film demonstrates well-defined PMA. The small-field perpendicular loop contains two switching steps corresponding to the two FeCoB layers. We also observe a slope change in the in-plane curve, with one starting from 10 kOe and the other one from 6 kOe, which correspond to the $H_k$ of bottom and top FeCoB layers, respectively.
Now let’s move on to the TMR and RA properties of the MTJ. We fabricate the two-terminal MTJ devices. The electrical measurement results in Figure 5.6(b) show how the junction resistance changes as a function of the perpendicular magnetic field of a 100-nm-diameter MTJ annealed at 300 °C. Clear low- and high-resistance states are demonstrated with TMR of around 92%. We also notice that the coercive field in the TMR loop is much larger than that in the film hysteresis loop, which can be due to the suppression of domain formation in the nanoscale devices. The blue dashed line in Figure 5.6(b) is the TMR minor loop of the free layer. The minor loop is not symmetric but shifts to the left by 400 Oe. Such shifting in the free layer switching is caused by the fringing field from the other magnetic layer[94].

In addition, we characterize TMR at different post-annealing temperatures, as shown in Figure 5.6(c). The TMR value first increases with higher annealing temperature, reaches the peak of 92% at 300 °C, and degrades afterwards. The degradation is likely to be caused by the diffusion of low spin-polarization elements (such as Ta and B) into the MgO layer at high temperature.

RA is also an important property for evaluating the performance of MTJ. Since the main contribution to RA comes from the MgO barrier, MTJ devices with different MgO thickness are then fabricated in order to investigate the RA. Figure 5.7(a) shows the RA of the junction as a function of MgO thickness. The RA increases exponentially with MgO thickness, indicating a typical tunneling behavior[88]. Figure 5.7(b) plots the relationship between TMR and RA. We can see that TMR first grows dramatically with RA and then the increasing trend becomes gradual. When the MgO barrier is too thin, there exist pin holes within the MgO layer due to non-uniform deposition and roughness from bottom layers. These pin holes act as a current-shunting path and thus both low RA and low TMR are observed. As MgO thickness increases, the barrier becomes a more developed and continuous layer, allowing complete coherent tunneling to occur in the device. It gives rise to a sharp increase in the TMR. With thicker MgO barrier, the increasing trend becomes gradual. Our results suggest that there’s a trade-off between high TMR and low RA. Hence, it’s critical to choose the appropriate MgO thickness for the desirable MTJ depending on its usage.
Figure 5.6 (a) Schematic of the MTJ stack and device. (b) Perpendicular-field-driven TMR loop. Blue dashed line: TMR minor loop. (c) The effect of annealing temperature on TMR.

Figure 5.7 (a) RA product vs. MgO thickness. (b) TMR vs. RA product
5.1.2.4 Synthetic antiferromagnet integration

The purpose of using the synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) structure is to minimize the effect of the stray field from the reference layer on the switching of the free layer. A SAF often consists of two magnetic components antiferromagnetically coupled by a metal spacer. For perpendicularly magnetized SAF, each magnetic component is usually made up of high magnetic-anisotropy multilayers such as [Co/Pt][95] or [Co/Pd][96] multilayers, and the metal spacer is chosen to have strong RKKY coupling at some adequate thickness, like Ru or Ir. When SAF is used in in p-MTJ, one of the magnetic components in SAF is exchange coupled with the reference layer so as to fix the moment direction of the reference layer. In addition, the moment of each magnetic component is carefully tuned in order to compensate the dipolar field from the reference layer. This can be done by adjusting the number of multilayers in the SAF.

Here we choose to develop the [Co/Pt]-multilayer-based SAF with a thin Ru spacer. [Co/Pt] superlattice is well known to be highly crystalized and have strong PMA > 10^7 erg/cm^3 while Ru is a strong RKKY material. Figure 5.8 shows the perpendicular M-H loop of an as-deposited SAF that’s of substrate/ Ta (0.5)/ [Co (0.4)/Pt (1)]x3/ Co (0.6)/ Ru (0.8)/ Co (0.6)/ [Pt (1)/Co (0.4)]x5/ Ta (5) (unit in nm). The thickness of Ru corresponds to the second antiferromagnetic coupling peak in its RKKY curve. The hysteresis loop demonstrates clear sign of antiferromagnetic coupling that has the exchange couple field of 2.8 kOe.

Figure 5.8 M-H loop of a perpendicular SAF showing the antiferromagnetic coupling between two [Co/Pt] multilayer stacks via Ru.
Next, we combine the SAF structure with the previously developed MTJ stack. Our goal is to minimize the minor loop shifting of the free layer. Unlike the two-terminal MTJ device usually having a bottom pinned FeCoB layer\[^{[55]}\], here we put the SAF on top of the MTJ to pin the top FeCoB layer. This is because the bottom part in our later designed three-terminal SOT device must be a spin-current-generation channel, which means the bottom FeCoB layer should be the free layer to switch. For this study, we deposit film stacks consisting of substrate/ Ta (10)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ MgO (0.9)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ Ta (0.5)/ [Co (0.4)/Pt (1)] x 3/ Co(0.6)/ Ru (0.8)/ Co (0.6)/ [Pt (1)/Co (0.4)] x \(X\)/ Ta (2) (unit in nm), as schematically shown in Figure 5.9(a). The only difference between these films is that the top [Co/Pt] multilayers in the SAF has different number of repetitions \(X\) ranging from 4 to 7. Note that the bottom [Co/Pt] multilayers in the SAF is ferromagnetically coupled with the top FeCoB layer through a 0.5 nm Ta spacer. The perpendicular loops as well as the minor loop of the free layer are shown in Figure 5.9(b). When \(X = 4 - 5\), the perpendicular loop contains three switching steps. The first switching step corresponds to the switching of the exchange coupled [Co/Pt] multilayers and the top FeCoB layer (denoted as M2). This switching occurs at a positive field because the antiferromagnetic characteristics of the SAF favors the anti-aligned configuration of the magnetic moments. The second switching step is relatively small, corresponding to the switching of the bottom free FeCoB layer (denoted as M1). The last switching happens at a large negative field, indicating the switching of the top [Co/Pt] multilayers (denoted as M3), and this switching step becomes larger as \(X\) increases. Interestingly, when \(X = 6 - 7\) an additional switching step is observed. The extra switching was also found elsewhere\[^{[97]}\]. The reason is that as the moment difference between M1 and M2 becomes larger, there exists another anti-aligned configuration where M2 and M3 flip simultaneously due to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling, as illustrated in Figure 5.9(b). The effect of \(X\) on the minor loop is shown by the shifting of the minor loops. With \(X = 4\), M2 is not fully compensated and so the bottom free FeCoB layer favors down state. The minor loop then shifts to the left upon increasing \(X\). With \(X = 5 - 6\), the free layer shows bi-stable states at zero field. Hence, \(X = 5 - 6\) are good choices to use in our p-MTJs. Furthermore, we characterize the TMR and RA product on the film with \(X = 5.5\) by the current-in-plane tunneling (CIPT) technique. It gives about 70% TMR with 50 \(\Omega \cdot \mu m^2\) RA product, which are comparable to what we obtained in the MTJ without the SAF.
Figure 5.9 (a) The film stack of the MTJ with a top SAF. (b) Top: large-field perpendicular hysteresis loop of the films. Bottom: small-field minor loop of the free FeCoB layer. $X$ is the number of repetitions of the [Co/Pt] multilayers in the top part of the SAF.

5.2 Experimental development of the field-free three-terminal SOT device

Now that we are able to fabricate switchable and readable p-MTJs, let’s move on to combine the p-MTJs with the Ir switching scheme. In the following sections, we first study the effect of annealing on the interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) of Ir because annealing is necessary for the MTJ devices. Next, we explore the appropriate way to integrate the p-MTJ via examining the switching of a free FeCoB layer. After obtaining the robust switching of the free layer, we fabricate three-terminal SOT devices with nanoscale p-MTJs and characterize their switching profiles.

5.2.1 Thermal stability of the interlayer exchange coupling via Ir

So far, the field-free-switching devices haven’t been processed with any heat treatment (except that the chips are baked at 95 °C for few minutes during Hall-bar device fabrication). But in order to integrate p-MTJs, annealing at 300 °C or above is often required. Thus, we would like to ensure that the film or device property won’t degrade a lot after annealing, especially for the IEC that plays a critical role in the device functioning. Hence, the effect of annealing on the IEC is explored. Film stacks containing the sandwich structure Co (1.1 nm or 2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co (1.1 nm or 2 nm) are deposited. The Co thickness is varied so that both perpendicular and in-plane IEC will be studied. The films are post-annealed at 300 °C for 10 min. Figure 5.10 shows the IEC via the 1.35-nm Ir before and after annealing. Interestingly, the in-plane exchange coupling
disappears almost completely while the perpendicular exchange coupling remains after annealing. One possible cause for the IEC degradation is that interdiffusion takes place during annealing so that the Ir spacer contains some Co contaminations. As the two films are processed with the identical annealing conditions, however, the interdiffusion can’t explain that why the perpendicular exchange coupling still holds after annealing. It was also reported that Co has a low solubility in Ir up to 1000 °C\textsuperscript{[98]}, suggesting the interdiffusion in our films should be negligible. To best of our knowledge, we speculate that what actually happens is that the moderate annealing smooths out the films and helps form more Ir-Co bonds at the Ir/Co interface (in other words, the Ir/Co interface becomes more crystalline). As a result, the perpendicular moments become dominant at the Ir/Co interface. Because RKKY interaction is an interfacial phenomenon, the reduction of in-plane moment at the Ir/Co interface gives arise to the degradation of the in-plane exchange coupling.

![Figure 5.10 The effect on annealing on IEC. (a) In-plane exchange coupling in Co (2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co (2 nm). (b) Perpendicular exchange coupling in Co (1 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co (1 nm)](image)

The large degradation of in-plane exchange coupling will detrimental for our SOT devices because the local in-plane coupling field for the field-free switching is much reduced. To solve this problem, we incorporate an antiferromagnetic IrMn layer in order to pin the one of the Co layers entirely along the in-plane direction. Using an antiferromagnetic layer to fix the moment direction of the adjacent ferromagnetic layer is a commonly used technique in spin valves\textsuperscript{[6,99]}. Our idea here is that by forcing one of the Co layers to align along an in-plane direction the formation of the perpendicular bonds at the interface can be reduced during annealing, and this pinned layer can also help align the other Co layer by IEC via Ir. In this way, the in-plane exchange coupling
will be retained. We deposit the film stack consisting of substrate/ Ru(2 nm)/ Ir\textsubscript{20}Mn\textsubscript{80} (5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ta. The film is annealed at 300 °C for 10 min in presence of a 5 kOe magnetic field parallel to the film plane. We then measure the in-plane hysteresis loop along the annealing field direction. In Figure 5.11. Clear evidence of antiferromagnetic coupling via the 1.35-nm Ir is observed after annealing, which is largely improved compared to the case without having the bottom IrMn (Figure 5.10(a)). We notice that the magnitude of the coupling field is about 500 Oe, still lower than the coupling field before annealing. On the other hand, the pinning field of IrMn is quite large, around 1250 Oe.

![In-plane hysteresis loop of the film with a bottom IrMn layer](image)

**Figure 5.11** In-plane hysteresis loop of the film with a bottom IrMn layer. The film is post-annealed at 300 °C for 10 min in presence of a 5 kOe magnetic field parallel to the film plane. The loop is measured along the annealing field direction.

### 5.2.2 SOT switching of a perpendicular FeCoB layer

Before integrating with the full stack of p-MTJ, we first investigated the SOT switching of a single FeCoB layer that’s designated to be the free layer in the p-MTJ. Since we’ve already obtained the field-free switching of a perpendicular Co layer as described in Chapter 4, a natural way is that we simply couple the FeCoB layer with the perpendicular Co layer so that the switching of the Co layer simultaneously triggers the switching of the FeCoB layer. For that purpose, we fabricate the film stack consisting of substrate/ Ru(2 nm)/ Ir\textsubscript{20}Mn\textsubscript{80}(5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ru(0.85 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ Co(1 nm)/ W(0.3 nm)/ FeCoB (1.1 nm)/ MgO (2 nm)/ Ta. The FeCoB layer is ferromagnetically coupled with the perpendicular Co layer through an ultra-thin W spacer. The film is annealed at 300 °C for 10 min in presence of a 5 kOe magnetic field parallel to the film
plane. Small-field perpendicular hysteresis loop (Figure 5.12(b)) shows only one sharp switching step, indicative of the parallelly aligned perpendicular layers. Figure 5.12(c) shows the current-induced switching results measured in the Hall-bar device with 1 μm-wide current- and 1 μm-wide voltage-channels. We find that the change in anomalous Hall voltage at $H_x=0$ Oe is smaller than that at $H_x=200$ Oe, suggesting that the switching at zero field is not a full switching. The switching loop changes its polarity from $H_x=50$ Oe to $H_x=100$ Oe, which indicates that the local in-plane field in the device is between 50 Oe to 100 Oe. It’s smaller than the one in the case without the post annealing (Figure 4.2). The reduction in the coupling field can be one of the reasons for the partial switching at zero field. Another possible reason for the incomplete switching is that there are larger magnetic moments to switch by the SOTs. The coupled bilayers have almost twice the moment as a single perpendicular Co layer, and thus it’s harder for the same amounts of SOTs to flip the larger moment. Applying higher charge current into the device can produce more SOTs but it also generates greater joule heating at the same time. The large amount of heating in the device not only causes random domain nucleation but also destabilizes the ferromagnetic coupling between the coupled bilayers, both of which will cause the partial switching.

![Film stack for SOT switching of the coupled bilayers](image1)

![Small-field perpendicular hysteresis loop of the film](image2)

![Current-induced switching results measured in the patterned Hall-bar device](image3)

Figure 5.12 (a) Film stack for SOT switching of the coupled bilayers. (b) Small-field perpendicular hysteresis loop of the film. (c) Current-induced switching results measured in the patterned Hall-bar device.

It’s not desirable to have the incomplete switching at zero field. To enhance the switching, we may either improve the IEC in our device or decrease the amount of magnetic moment for
switching. Improving the IEC doesn’t seem very straightforward because it may require alternating the materials. Instead, we try to make the switching scheme simpler by replacing the bilayers with a single FeCoB layer so that the total moment to switch is reduced. There are two things to we need to verify: (1) whether there exists IEC between FeCoB and Co through the Ir and (2) whether FeCoB/ MgO has good PMA on an Ir buffer layer. For the first study, we fabricate the film of substrate/ Ru(2 nm)/ Ir20Mn80(5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ru(0.85 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ FeCoB (2 nm)/ MgO (2 nm)/ Ta. Figure 5.13(a) shows the in-plane M-H loop of the film after annealed at 300 °C for 10 min. One can clearly see that the FeCoB layer is anti-aligned with the Co layer via Ir. Interesting, the exchange coupling field is almost identical as the one in Co/ Ir/ Co (Figure 5.11). Note that RKKY coupling usually doesn’t occur between magnetic layers composed of different materials. The antiferromagnetic coupling between FeCoB and Co may be attributed to the coexistence of Co composition in both layers. For the second study, film stack of substrate/ Ir(3 nm)/ FeCoB (1.2 nm)/ MgO (2 nm)/ Ta is deposited. The hysteresis loops of the annealed film are shown in Figure 5.13(b). The film has a clear perpendicular easy axis with an in-plane saturation field \( H_k = 5 \text{kOe} \). The study from other group also suggests that Ir is a good buffer layer material for p-MTJ in terms of getting high PMA and TMR\(^{[100]}\).

![Graph showing in-plane M-H loop](image)

Figure 5.13 (a) In-plane M-H loop showing the IEC between FeCoB and Co via the 1.35-nm Ir spacer. (b) M-H loops demonstrating the PMA of FeCoB/ MgO on an Ir buffer layer.
Next, we move on to fabricate the film for the switching measurements. The film stack is substrate/ Ru(2 nm)/ Ir$_{20}$Mn$_{80}$(5 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ru(0.85 nm)/ Co(2 nm)/ Ir (1.35 nm)/ FeCoB (1.2 nm)/ MgO (2 nm)/ Ta. The FeCoB layer has a perpendicular easy axis, and couples with the in-plane Co layer below Ir. Figure 5.14 shows the current switching results measured in the Hall-bar device with 1 $\mu$m-wide current- and 1 $\mu$m-wide voltage-channels. Well-defined magnetization switching loop is obtained in absence of an external field. The zero-field switching is nearly complete, much improved than the switching in the coupled bilayers. The in-plane coupling field at device level turns out to be about 100 Oe, as indicated by the collapsing of the switching loop at $H_x = +100$ Oe. Our results show that a FeCoB layer can be switched directly without being coupled to a switchable perpendicular Co layer. This scenario not only simplifies the film stack but also gives more robust magnetization reversal.

![Figure 5.14](image.png)

Figure 5.14 (a) Film stack for the SOT switching of the perpendicular FeCoB. (b) Small-field perpendicular hysteresis loop of the film. (c) Current-induced switching results measured in the patterned Hall-bar device.
5.2.3 Field-free SOT switching of p-MTJ device

5.2.3.1 Demonstration of the field-free switching in p-MTJ device

After getting the switching of the perpendicular FeCoB layer, we proceed to integrate the full p-MTJ stack with the Ir switching scheme. We deposit the film at room temperature by magnetron sputtering with base pressure $< 2 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr. The film structure, as shown in Figure 1(a), is substrate/ IrMn(5)/ Co(2)/ Ru(0.85)/ Co(2)/ Ir (1.35)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ MgO(1.2)/ FeCoB(1.3)/ Ta(0.5)/ [Co(0.4)/ Pt(1)]$_{3.5}$/ Ru(0.85)/ [Co(0.4)/ Pt(1)]$_{6.5}$/ Pt(7) (in nm). The purpose of using an in-plane SAF instead of a single in-plane Co layer is to minimize the effect of the in-plane stray field on the perpendicular SOT switching. The thickness of the Ir layer corresponds to the second antiferromagnetic coupling peak in the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) thickness dependence curve. After deposition, the film is post-annealed at 300°C for 10 min with a 5000 Oe magnetic field applied along -x direction. Figure 5.15(a) also shows the hysteresis loops of the film, exhibiting the well-defined PMA of the MTJ.

The deposited film is processed into three-terminal magnetoresistive devices (Figure 5.15(b)). In the device fabrication process, the MTJ pillar etching is controlled carefully so that the ion milling is stopped right after the MgO layer being etched, and thus the write path contains the Ir layer. The tunnel magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) is evaluated by measuring the resistance of MTJ with varying the perpendicular magnetic field. Figure 5.15(b) shows the TMR minor loop of 1.2-nm-thick free FeCoB layer of the device with a 150 nm-diameter MTJ. Bi-stable states of the low and high resistance of the MTJ is observed at zero field. The TMR is about 60%, with the abrupt magnetization reversal of the free layer.

In current-induced switching measurements, 200-ns current pulses are applied into the write path consisting of the Ir layer and the bottom pinned in-plane SAF structure. We connect a 10 MΩ resistor in series with the MTJ to reduce the bias voltage across the MgO layer. The resistance change of the MTJ is monitored by the lock-in technique. Figure 5.16(b) shows the well-defined current-induced switching of the MTJ at zero external field. Starting with a low-resistance state of MTJ and sweeping the current from positive to negative, a sharp increase in the MTJ resistance is observed when the current is below a negative threshold value, indicating the parallel (P) to antiparallel (AP) magnetization switching. Next, as the current is swept back to a sufficiently large
positive value, the switching is reversed (AP to P switching), as shown by the abrupt drop in MTJ resistance. By applying a sequence of switching pulses (Figure 5.16(c)), the devices exhibit reliable zero-field switching capability, where the MTJ can be switched repeatedly between low and high resistance states with applied current of opposite polarities.

To further study the switching behaviors, an external in-plane field $H_x$ is applied during the current switching measurements. In Figure 5.16(b), when $H_x$ is applied along -x direction, we obtain almost identical switching behavior as the zero-field switching, i.e., the switching is clockwise. It’s as expected since the exchange coupling field acting on the free FeCoB layer also lies in the -x direction due to the antiferromagnetic coupling characteristic of the 1.35 nm Ir. When the direction of $H_x$ is reversed, the switching loop becomes counter-clockwise. It’s due to that the anti-aligned $H_x$ now overcomes the local exchange coupling field (~100 Oe, see Figure 5.14) and thus the net field acting on the free FeCoB layer is along +x direction, leading to the opposite switching outcome.
Figure 5.15 (a) Left: film stack, unit in nanometer. Right: M-H loops of the film. (b) Left: schematic of the device and testing set-up. Right: Perpendicular-field-driven TMR minor loop of a device with a 150-nm-diameter MTJ. (c) Cross-section TEM images of the devices with a 50-nm-diameter MTJ and a 150-nm-diameter MTJ. (d) Top-view SEM image of the device.
Figure 5.16 (a) Illustration of the testing set-up. (b) Current-induced switching w/o an externally applied field along current direction. The device has a 2.5 μm-width write path and a 150-nm-diameter MTJ. (c) Zero-field switching of the p-MTJs with applying a sequence of positive and negative switching pulses.
5.2.3.2 Effect of device size

Next, we compare the switching current for the devices with different sizes. In Figure 5.17(a), the results show that the switching current is linearly proportional to the width of the write path. The linear relationship can be interpreted by the fact that the SOT switching condition is determined by the current density instead of absolute current in the write path\cite{18,19}. Furthermore, we study the effect of MTJ size on the switching current threshold. As shown in Figure 5.17(b), no significant change in the switching current is observed with MTJ sizes ranging from 500 nm to 150 nm while the switching current starts to increase as the MTJ size becomes smaller than 80 nm. To explain such trend in the switching current, we conduct micromagnetic simulations to compare the switching processes in devices with different sizes. Figure 5.18(a) illustrates the switching dynamics of the free FeCoB layer in a relatively large (240 nm x 240 nm) device. It’s found that the switching starts with nucleation and formation of dense strips of reverse domains followed by rather complex expansion and merge of these reverse strip domains until the full reversal of the magnetic layer is reached. Note that such SOT resulted nucleation and expansion of reverse strip domains has been observed with utilization of Kerr microscopy in our previous experiments (Figure 4.6). In Figure 5.18(b), we show the initially formed reverse domain for five difference device sizes ranging from 300 x 300 nm$^2$ to 30 x 30 nm$^2$. Note the size of each reverse strip domain is essentially independent of device size. As the size of the free layer goes down, we observe the reducing number of domains. When the size is reduced below 60 nm, only a single reverse strip domain would nucleate under the SOT in the presence of the in-plane exchange field and thus near single domain switching is observed. Such transition from multi-domain switching in large devices to single domain switching in smaller devices causes a slight increase in the calculated switching current, as shown in Figure 5.18(c). The simulated trend of the switching current as a function of MTJ size agrees well with our experimental results (Figure 5.17(b)).
Figure 5.17 Measured switching current as a function of (a) the width of the write path and (b) the MTJ size.

Figure 5.18 (a) Zero-field switching dynamics of the free FeCoB layer in a 240 nm x 240 nm device. Time: $\tau_1 < \tau_2 < \tau_3 < \tau_4$. (b) Comparison of the switching in devices with various sizes. (c) Simulated trend in the switching current as a function of MTJ size.
5.2.3.3 Effect of pulse width

We then study the effect of pulse width on the switching current threshold. The duration of current pulse is varied from 20 ns to 5 μs and the effect on the critical switching current is plotted in Figure 5.19(a). Interestingly, at current pulse width below 100 ns, the switching current value is essentially a linear function of inverse $\sqrt{\tau}$. When current pulse width is beyond 100 ns, the switching current levels off to almost a constant value.

Combined micromagnetic simulation (Figure 5.19(b)) using all measured properties of the fabricated MTJ stack suggests that the SOT switching in our devices should occur within 1 ns. Furthermore, the simulation shows that when the pulse width becomes longer than 1 ns, the switching current threshold should become a constant value, no longer depending on the pulse width. However, the measured switching current dependence on pulse width ranging from 20 ns and 100 ns evidently disagree with the micromagnetic simulations. The most plausible reason for the difference should be that no thermal effect is considered in the initial simulation, but noticeable amount of joule heating can be generated during the current pulse injection in the switching measurement. The joule heating can effectively reduce the PMA of the free layer, further causing the change in the switching current threshold. By varying the PMA of the free layer, our simulation shown in Figure 5.20(a) indicate a linear relationship between the critical switching current and the perpendicular anisotropy of the free layer.

Previous study has found that the perpendicular anisotropy of FeCoB/MgO decreases linearly with temperature, with a measured Blocking temperature at $T_B = 450$K at which the anisotropy vanishes\cite{101}. Assuming the same Blocking temperature for the free layer fabricated here, the temperature dependence of the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy of the free layer is

$$K(T) = K_0 \left( 1 - \frac{T - T_{RT}}{T_B - T_{RT}} \right)$$

Equation 5.4

where $K_0$ is the perpendicular anisotropy constant at room temperature $T_{RT}$. With a current pulse of duration $\tau$, the temperature rise of the write wire underneath the free layer of the MTJ can be written as
\[ T - T_{RT} = \left[ I^2 R - k_{dissp}(T - T_{RT}) \right] \cdot \tau \cdot \frac{1}{C \cdot V} \]  

Equation 5.5

Where \( k_{dissp}(T - T_{RT}) \) is the power of heat dissipation, \( CV_{\text{effective}} \) is the heat capacitance, \( I \) is the current and \( R \) is the resistance of the write path. Combining the two above equations with this linear dependence in Figure 5.20(a), we have

\[
I = I_0 \left( K_0 - 2\pi M_s^2 \right) \left\{ K_0 \left( 1 - \frac{I^2 R}{C \cdot V + k_{dissp} \cdot (T_{RT} - T)} \right) - 2\pi M_s^2 \right\}
\]  

Equation 5.6

where \( I_0 \) is the level-off switching current threshold at room temperature. The above equation should describe the switching current threshold as a function of pulse width \( \tau \), with considering the anisotropy reduction of the free layer. Figure 5.20(b) combines micromagnetic simulation results (blue curve) and measurement data (red circles) as a function of inverse pulse width. The black curves are simulation results for the free layers with varying PMA due to different joule heating, showing how the heat effect curve (blue curve) is generated. The results shown in Figure 5.20(b) provides a good understanding on the current driven perpendicular SOT switching in our devices. If the current pulse width is shorter than 1 ns, the temperature of the write wire doesn’t rise and the free layer anisotropy remains unchanged. The switching current threshold follows the micromagnetic simulation result for the case with \( K_0 \). In this case, the switching occurs within a fraction of nanosecond and the threshold current will level off to a constant value for any pulse width longer than 1 ns. For the cases with current pulse width longer than 1 ns, the temperature elevates, and the PMA of the free layer decreases accordingly. The measured data is actually the level-off current threshold at different anisotropy. A longer duration pulse (for \( \tau < 100 \) ns) leads to higher temperature, hence lower threshold current, until the heat generated becomes balanced by the heat dissipation. This lowest threshold current corresponding to the maximum temperature increase (from room temperature), which is 57 K in the case based on the calculation.
Figure 5.19 (a) Switching current with different pulse width $\tau$. Upper: Switching current is plotted as a function of inverse $\sqrt{\tau}$. (b) Simulated switching current as a function of the inverse pulse width.

Figure 5.20 (a) Simulated critical current density as a function of the PMA of the free layer. (b) Simulated switching current as function of the pulse width with different perpendicular anisotropy of the free layer (black curves). The blue curve fits the level-off current of each black curve and shows how the switching current changes when considering the heat effect. The red dots correspond to the experimental data.
5.3 Summary

In conclusion, we have demonstrated reliable and repeatable field-free SOT switching of perpendicular MTJs, facilitated by a thin Ir layer which performs dual-function of injection of pure spin current via spin Hall effect and providing an in-plane field via exchange coupling. The switching dynamics has been investigated by both experiments and micromagnetic simulation. We found that the non-thermal impact SOT switching occurs over sub-nanosecond range since it is governed by magnetization precession. At nanosecond scale or longer, thermally induced anisotropy field degradation in the free layer of the MTJ becomes significant, resulting in lowering switching threshold current.

Our approach for field-free switching is based on well-understood phenomena and doesn’t require special works in order to combine with magnetoresistive stacks. It should be noted that to get clean research results the write path was designed to contain several other layers along with the Ir layer. Those layers inevitably shunt some amounts of writing current into them. But we’d like to point out that only one in-plane layer is needed to insert below Ir in order to make our concept work. In that case, most of the writing current flows into the Ir layer because of its high conductance, and thus the total amount of current needed will be largely reduced. Moreover, our device exhibit potentials in ultra-fast switching speed and scaling down to dimensions of domain wall width. We believe such Ir-enabled manipulation of perpendicular MTJs can move forward the practical realizations of applications involving SOT memory, sensors and logic devices.
Chapter 6
Field-free Spin-orbit-torque Switching by Device Engineering

In this chapter, we demonstrate another approach in creating a local in-plane field for facilitating the perpendicular spin-orbit torque (SOT) switching. Different from previously utilizing the interlayer exchange coupling characteristic of some specific materials, here we alter the device design to achieve the goal. The idea comes from the well-known phenomenon that a current carrying wire produces an effective magnetic field surrounding it. Based on it, we add a transverse current line to the conventional three-terminal device, which can generate an in-plane Oersted field for the SOT switching. We present the experimental development and characterization of such SOT device. Our results show that the external-field-free deterministic SOT switching of p-MTJs can be achieved in those devices.

6.1 Device design

Our idea for achieving the field-free spin-orbit-torque (SOT) switching via device engineering is partially inspired by the design of the field-driven MRAM. In the field-driven MRAM, writing information is done by using the magnetic field generated by a charge current carrying wire. From Ampere’s law, we know that a current carrying wire can create a magnetic field surrounding it. With using this principle, the field-driven MRAM contains two current lines to produce two magnetic fields orthogonal to each other, as shown in Figure 6.1(a). Let’s denote the generated magnetic fields as $H_1$ and $H_2$. According to the Stoner–Wohlfarth model, the switching of a memory cell occurs when $H_1^2 + H_2^2 \geq H_k^2$, where $H_k$ is the anisotropy field\cite{102}. One beneficial feature of the field-driven MRAM design is that it prevents unwanted writing of other
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cell because individual $H_1$ or $H_2$ not exceeding $H_k$ won’t results in any switching. One of the major issues in field-driven MRAM, however, is that it only works for in-plane MTJs.

In our case, we aim to have a local in-plane field in our device that’s controllable in both magnitude and direction. In resembling the field-generating mechanism in the field-driven MRAM, we design our three-terminal device to have an additional current line orthogonal to the write path, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). We denote this current line as the field path to underlie its function of generating a magnetic field. In this device, the bottom write path is composed of a spin Hall material. Upon applying the charge current into the write path, it generates a pure spin current that diffuses into the adjacent free layer and exert spin orbit torques (SOTs). Meanwhile, a charge current flows into the top field path, which creates an in-plane Oersted field acting on the free layer. Our goal is that the SOTs together with the in-plane Oersted field can deterministically select the magnetization state of the free layer that will be detected by the resistance of the p-MTJ.

![Figure 6.1](image)

Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic of the field-driven MRAM where two orthogonal current-generated magnetic fields are used to switch to in-plane MTJ. (b) The design of our field-free-switching device where the bottom line is a spin-current source and the top line is responsible for generating an Oersted field.

### 6.2 Results and discussions

The film stack for this study consists of substrate/ W(4.5)/ FeCoB(1.2)/ MgO(1.2)/ FeCoB(1.3)/ Ta(0.5)/ [Co(0.4)/ Pt(1)]$_{3.5}$/ Ru(0.85)/ [Co(1)/ Pt(0.4)]$_{6.5}$/ Pt(7), where the numbers in the parenthesis have the unit in nanometer. W is selected as the spin-current source due to its prominent spin Hall effect. The film is deposited at room temperature by magnetron sputtering where DC sputtering is used for metals and RF sputtering for oxide. Then the film is processed for
post-annealing at 300 °C for 10 min. During the annealing, a 5 kOe magnetic field is applied normal to the film surface. Figure 6.2 shows the hysteresis loops of the film. Clear perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of the MTJ is observed. The symmetric minor loop of the free layer indicates the stray field from reference layer is compensated by the SAF.

![Film Stack](image)

Figure 6.2 (a) Film stack, numbers in nanometer. (b) Hysteresis loops of the annealed film. Inserted in the perpendicular loop: minor loop of the free layer.

The film is then patterned into three-terminal device with the bottom write path and top field path orthogonal to each other, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). The device contains a 150-nm-diameter MTJ in the middle. The width of the write path is 2 μm and the width of the field path is 1.5 μm, both are much wider than the MTJ. Figure 6.3(b) shows the TMR minor loop of the MTJ. Abrupt switching steps are observed in the TMR loop. The TMR of the MTJ is about 50 %.

The SOT switching is first characterized without applying current into the field path during writing. In Figure 6.4, no switching is observed without the presence of an external field. By having a constant external field $H_x$, the switching start to take place, whose polarity reverses under the fields along opposite directions. The observation suggests the driving force for the magnetization switching derives from the SHE-induced SOTs. Similar switching behaviors were also found and discussed in previous chapters. The critical switching current in our device is about 4.5 mA.
Next, we start to apply a charge current into the field path during writing, in absence of an external field. To ensure that the field current and the writing current are applied simultaneously, the testing circuit are designed as shown in Figure 6.5(b). In this testing set-up, the field path is...
connected in parallel with the write path. A single current source is used and responsible for sending current pulses into both paths. Two identical resistors are connected in series with the field path, whose resistance can be tuned manually. Note that the direction of the field current should be fixed even when the writing current is applied in the opposite direction. So when the polarity of the writing current is reversed, the connection in the field path will be flipped. Figure 6.5(c) shows the current switching results. Clear evidence of deterministic switching is observed at zero external field. The results indicate that the Oersted field generated by the top wire can effectively assist the SOT switching of the p-MTJ. With knowing the resistance of the top and bottom paths, we can calculate the individual amount of current flowing into each path. The threshold current in the write path for the switching is $I_1 = 4.4\text{ - }4.5 \text{ mA}$ that’s almost identical as what we obtained in Figure 6.4 while the threshold current in the field path is $I_2=36.5 \text{ mA}$.

Figure 6.5 (a) Sketch of the device and the current configurations. (b) The testing set-ups with the write current $I_1$ applied in opposite directions, where the direction of the field current $I_2$ is fixed. (c) Current switching without an external field. Here, the resistance of the write path and field path is 1750 $\Omega$ and 30 $\Omega$, respectively. Each resistor connected with the field path is set as 95 $\Omega$. 
Given that the write path and field path are connected in parallel, by changing the resistance of the two resistors connected in series with the field path, we can control the relative amount of current that flows into the field path. In Figure 6.6, we apply a sequence of positive and negative switching current (\( I_1 = \pm 4.5 \text{ mA} \)) into the write path while the field current \( I_2 \) is varied. The repeated switching is obtained only with \( I_2 = 36.5 \text{ mA} \) while no significant resistance change of the MTJ is observed with smaller \( I_2 \).

To examine the magnitude of the Oersted field generated by the field path, an external field \( H_x \) is applied to counter the effect of the Oersted field. The results are shown in Figure 6.7. We start to see some random fluctuations in the switching loop at \( H_x = +100 \text{ Oe} \). As \( H_x \) increases to +150 Oe, the switching loop completely collapses, and no sign of deterministic switching is observed. The collapsing of the switching loop suggests that the Oersted field generated by \( I_2 = 36.5 \text{ mA} \) in the field path has the magnitude of around 150 Oe. With \( H_x = +300 \text{ Oe} \), the MTJ experiences a net magnetic field in the opposite direction, and thereby the shape of the switching loop flips.
Figure 6.7 Current switching results in the presence of an in-plane field $H_x$. Different from Figure 6.4, here the current is sent into both the bottom and top paths.

We also simulate the effective magnetic field generated by the field current. Figure 6.8 illustrates the 2-dimensional simulation process. The cross-section area of the field path is meshed into 1 nm x 1 nm grids. The current flowing into each grid is given by $I_{grid} = A_{grid} \frac{I_2}{A}$ where $A$ is the cross-section area of the field path and $A_{grid}$ is the area of the grid. The magnetic field generated by the current in each grid can be calculated by $H_{grid} = 10^4 \frac{\mu_0 I_{grid}}{2\pi r} \hat{\phi}$ (Oe), where $r$ is the distance from the grid to the free layer of p-MTJ and $\hat{\phi}$ is the circumferential unit vector. $H_{grid}$ can be decomposed into $x$ and $z$ components. But by combing the effects from all grids, the $z$ components cancel each other and only $x$ components are left. The total magnetic field acting on the free layer from $I_2 = 36.5$ mA is calculated to be $H = 236$ Oe, pointing along $x$ direction. We can see that the the simulated field is comparable to the one obtained experimentally (150 Oe).
Our device is found to demonstrate reliable switching capability with sufficient applied write current and field current. The switching diagram is plotted in Figure 6.9, where the blue region implies the combination of $I_1$ and $I_2$ that can lead to the deterministic switching of the MTJ. Although increasing the field current gives rise to larger effective magnetic field, it turns out the critical writing current needed for the switching almost doesn’t change. For example, the critical writing current $I^*_1$ remains at +4.5 mA with $I_2$ ranging from +36.5 mA to +44 mA. Similarly, increasing the current value in the write path doesn’t have much effect on the critical field current $I^*_2$ either. The simulation results by other research group suggest that a larger in-plane field should result in the reduction in the critical writing current\textsuperscript{[18]}. The discrepancy observed in our experiment may be due to that the range of the applied current is not large enough to cause noticeable change.

From Figure 6.9, we notice that the switching only occurs when both the write current and field current exceed the threshold values, and the MTJ state is determined by the relative orientations of the two current. Such device characteristic renders our device unique advantages. For instance, if a memory array consists of many such device cells, individual $I_1$ or $I_2$ will not be able to trigger the switching of any cell. Only when both $I_1$ and $I_2$ are above some critical values can the preferable state of a single cell be selected. It prevents the half-select problem where the writing of one cell causes the undesirable writing of other cells. Furthermore, unlike field-driven
MRAM limited to the in-plane MTJs, such memory array can make use of the p-MTJs that have better thermal stability.

![Switching diagram](image)

Figure 6.9 The switching diagram with respect to $I_1$ and $I_2$, where the blue regions shows the set of currents that can deterministically select the MTJ state. The black circles are the measured critical switching current. The dashed lines are the fits of the trend of the black circles.

### 6.3 Summary

To summarize, we’ve realized the field-free SOT switching of p-MTJs via engineering the device design. In particular, we patterned an additional current line orthogonal to the write path. This current line can generate an in-plane Oersted field during the writing operation, assisting the SOTs to switch the free layer of p-MTJ. The MTJ state was found to depend on both the magnitude and relative orientations of the writing current and field current. The critical amount of currents needed for obtaining successful writing results were also evaluated. The SOT device we presented provides reliable write and read operations and doesn’t required complicated fabrication techniques, thus can be promising for non-volatile memory and computing applications.
Chapter 7
Tailoring the Current-induced Domain Wall Motion by Engineering the Heavy Metal Underlayers

In the conventional spin-orbit-torque (SOT) driven domain wall motion (DWM) experiments, all domain walls move in the same direction that’s either along or against the charge current direction depending on the interplay of the spin Hall effect (SHE) and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). More specifically, the direction of DWM is determined by the chirality of DW and the sign of spin Hall angle of heavy metal (that determines the spin polarization of spin current), reversing either of which leads to reversed direction of DWM. In this chapter, we manipulate the direction of DWM by utilizing two heavy metal underlayers, Pt and W, that have opposite spin Hall angles. This is done by carefully tuning the relative thicknesses of the two heavy metal layers so that the spin polarization of the spin current can be varied. In this way, we are able to control the direction of DWM along or against the flow of charge current without altering the materials in the system. Based on it, we design a DWM-based wedge device where the DWs with the identical chiral structure will travel in opposite directions, and thus leading to expansion or shrinking of reversed domains.

7.1 Study of W structure

The heavy metal materials we choose are Pt and W that have opposite spin Hall angles. Both materials have been widely studied in experiments associated with spin current generation and SOT driven process\(^{18,20,56,103}\). It’s well known that Pt possess an FCC lattice structure. As for W, however, it has two possible crystal structures: the BCC \(\alpha\)-W and the A15 \(\beta\)-W, as illustrated in Figure 7.1(a). Although \(\beta\)-W is a metastable phase, it not only shows higher spin Hall efficiency
(spin Hall angle\(\sim 0.3\)) but also have longer spin diffusion length \((\sim 3.5 \text{ nm})\) than \(\alpha\)-W. The good spin Hall properties make \(\beta\)-W more desirable for our DWM study. Hence, we first investigate the structure of our fabricated W film. Film stacks of substrate/ W (4 nm, 6 nm, 8nm)/ Ta (2 nm) are deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The W layer is deposited by using relatively low DC power (15 W) and high Ar pressure (7 mT), for the reason that the low deposition rate under these conditions favor the growth of \(\beta\)-W\[^{[105]}\]. The top Ta layer is used to prevent W oxidation. Next, X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement is conducted for the lattice structure characterization. Figure 7.1(b) shows the XRD patterns of the films. Note that the 4 nm film is the thinnest film that we can extract XRD signals from. From the XRD results, 4 nm W is found to be formed of mostly \(\beta\)-W, and 6-nm W composes of a mixture of \(\alpha\)-W and \(\beta\)-W while 8-nm W is a pure \(\alpha\)-W phase. Such thickness dependence has also been observed by other groups\[^{[20]}\], where \(\beta\)-W tends to exist in thinner film. As such, thinner W layer, like 0.6–1.5 nm W that will later be used in our DWM study, is also expected to be a \(\beta\)-W phase.

---

Figure 7.1 (a) Illustration of the (top) BCC and (bottom) A15 structures. Compare with BCC structure, A15 structure has two additional atoms on each face. Note that atoms with different sizes illustrated in the A15 structure are only to distinct their atomic positions. In actual, they should be identical W atoms. (b) XRD measurement results for the films with different W thickness.
7.2 Film stacks and DW chirality

The film stacks for DWM study are substrate/ Ta(0.5)/ Pt(3)/ W(0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.5)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ MgO(2)/Ta(1) with units in nanometers. Note that the bottom and top thin Ta layers are for film adhesion and capping purposes, and the effect of spin Hall torques from these layers on the FeCoB layer should be negligible. The films are then annealed at 305 °C under 5 kOe magnetic field perpendicular to the film surface. Magnetization curves were measured by Alternating Gradient Field Magnetometer. Figure 7.2 shows the M-H curves that indicate all films have a perpendicular easy axis. It can also be seen that film-level magnetic properties are similar for the films with different W thicknesses.

Next, we characterize the DW chirality via measuring the asymmetric growth of magnetic bubble domains. Figure 7.3(a) illustrate the measurement set-up. The film is placed under the Kerr microscope, subject to a perpendicular field and an in-plane field. An initial bubble domain is created by applying a perpendicular field pulse at a manufactured defect that has lower domain nucleation energy. The growth of the bubble domain is then recorded under a constant perpendicular field in the presence of an in-plane field of various magnitudes. Figure 7.3(b) shows some examples of the observed bubble domains. When only the perpendicular magnetic field is applied, the bubble domain grows symmetrically because there is no energy preference in growing along a particular direction in the film plane. With adding an in-plane field, the bubble domain exhibits asymmetrical growth. More specifically, it can be seen that under $H_x = +400$ Oe the right DW grows faster than the left DW while the trend reverses if we switch the in-plane field direction (Figure 7.3(b), left and right). Such asymmetric growth is the results of the interaction between the in-plane field and DW chiral structure, where higher DW velocity is favored when $H_x$ is parallel to the center DW magnetization. Our observations suggest that the DWs in our films are right-handed Neel-type walls. A summary of DW velocity as a function of in-plane field is plotted in Figure 7.3(c). We observe that the velocity of anti-aligned DW decreases with increasing $H_x$ and then reaches a minimum. This minimum indicates that the effective DMI field $H_{DMI}$, which stabilizes the Neel-type wall structure, is cancelled by $H_x$ in both magnitude and direction. Thus, it implies that $H_{DMI}$ is around 430 Oe at the W/ FeCoB interface. Antiparallel $H_x$ larger than 430 Oe overcomes $H_{DMI}$ and flip the DW magnetization, which results in increasing domain wall velocity.
Figure 7.2 Perpendicular and in-plane M-H curves for the stacks with, from left to right, 0.6 nm, 0.8 nm, 1 nm and 1.5 nm W layer.

Figure 7.3 Results of the magnetic bubble domain testing obtained from the film with 1 nm W. (a) Schematic of the testing set-up. (b) Examples of the Kerr microscope image showing the shape of bubble domains after applying pulses of perpendicular field \( H_z = 50 \text{ Oe} \), with and without a static in plane field \( H_x = \pm 400 \text{ Oe} \). Dark circular region in the middle of each image is the size of the bubble domain initially created. Arrows on the domain walls indicate right-handed chirality. (c) Velocity of down-up and up-down domain wall as a function of in-plane magnetic field.
7.3 Current-induced DWM

Now that we’ve obtained the information about DW chirality, we continue to study the current-induced DWM with different W layer thickness. The films are lithographically patterned into 4 μm wide × 26 μm long wires with bowtie-like contact pads on each side. The DWM under nanosecond current pulses was tracked by Kerr microscope, where the velocity of DWM was determined with the sequences of Kerr images. Figure 7.4(a) show the DWM process for devices with 0.6 nm and 1 nm W layer. In these images, each of the narrow white bands presents a domain with magnetic moment pointing outwards while the rest of the wire has moment pointing in the opposite direction. It can be seen that, for the device with 0.6 nm W layer, domain walls move against the current direction. When W layer thickness is increased to 1 nm, however, domain walls are observed to travel along the current direction. Figure 7.4(b) presents the DW velocity as a function of W layer thickness, where positive velocity refers to the motion along the current direction. We can see that the DW velocity increases linearly with W layer thickness and it changes sign at 0.8 nm W layer. In other words, we obtain DW moving in opposite directions with below and above 0.8 nm W layer.

We attribute our observations to the generation of spin currents with opposite signs of spin polarization as the W layer thickness is changed. Such spin currents further cause the reversed spin orbit torques exerted on the DWs within the FeCoB layer, which results in DWs moving along opposite directions. For convenience, we refer the spin current generated by Pt as positive spin current and the one by W layer as negative spin current. When the W layer is relatively thin (< 0.8 nm), most electric current goes into the Pt layer and so the positive spin current generated by the Pt layer dominates over the negative one generated by the W layer. Hence, in total the FeCoB layer receives a positive spin current (Figure 7.4(a) left). Because the DWs has right-handed chirality, such spin current drives these DWs against the current direction, which is opposite to the case of Pt/ [Co/Ni] (positive spin current + left-handed chirality) and W/ FeCoB/ MgO (negative spin current + right-handed chirality)[57]. As the thickness of W layer increases, more electric current shunts into the W layer that gives rise to larger negative spin current. Eventually, as the W layer is thicker than 0.8nm, this negative spin current overcomes the positive one from the Pt layer (Figure 7.4(a) right). As a result, a net negative spin current is injected into the FeCoB layer and thus DWs experiences opposite spin orbit torques from previous case. Since the domain wall
chirality is fixed, the current driven DWM switches direction to that along the current direction. Note that the spin diffusion length in W is 3.5 nm\[^{104}\] that is much larger than the W layer thickness in our experiments. Therefore, the spin current from the Pt layer should be able to travel through the W layer and further be absorbed by the FeCoB layer.

Figure 7.4 Current induced domain wall motion for devices with different W layer thicknesses. (a) Kerr microscope images showing the domain wall motion under applied voltage 0.75 V/μm for devices with 0.6 nm and 1 nm W layer. Between images: 20 pulses with 200 ns pulse length. (b) Summary of the domain wall velocity as a function of the W layer thickness.
Figure 7.5 Top row: Illustration of injection of the spin currents with opposite signs of spin polarization generated by the two heavy metal layers. Left: W layer < 0.8 nm, Right: W layer > 0.8 nm. Thin red and blue arrows denote the spin directions. Bottom row: Illustration of the SOT DWM in the perpendicularly magnetized FeCoB layer. Blue arrows: magnetization direction. Thin black arrows: damping-like fields from the SOTs exerted on DW magnetization.
### 7.4 SHE-induced magnetization switching

In order to verify that opposite spin currents are generated in our bi-underlayer system, films with 0.6 nm and 1.5 nm W layer are patterned into Hall bars with 2 μm-wide channels for SHE-induced magnetization switching. Current at mA level sweeps from negative to positive values and then anomalous Hall voltage is measured with 100 μA current. A static in-plane field is applied parallel or antiparallel to the current direction and the corresponding magnetization switching curves are recorded. Figure 7.6 shows the results for devices with 0.6 nm and 1.5 nm W layer. It can be seen that for both devices the magnetization switching can be realized by current, and the switching behaviors are opposite if reversing the direction of in-plane field, which is the typical behavior of SHE induced switching. More importantly, we observed that the switching loops are flipped for the two devices under the same in-plane field. For instance, with $H_x = 500$ Oe and sweeping current from negative to positive, the device with 1.5 nm W layer switches from up to down state while the other device with 0.6 nm W layer switches from down to up state. It indicates that the spin orbit torques exerted on the FeCoB layer are opposite for the two devices, thus they favor opposite magnetization states under a given set of current and in-plane field. This is clear evidence that the spin currents with opposite signs of spin polarization are generated in the two cases. Meanwhile, we also notice that the device with 1.5 nm W layer has lower switching current threshold. It should be due to that the absolute strength of spin orbit torques in this device are large than the other one. This can also be seen from Figure 7.4(b) that the absolute value of DW velocity with 1.5 nm W layer is higher than that with 0.6 nm W layer.
Figure 7.6 (a) Optical image of the device (middle) and schematic of measurement settings. (b) Current-induced switching loops for devices with 0.6 nm and 1.5 nm W layer. Top row: in-plane field applied along -x direction and bottom row: field along +x direction.
7.5 Proposed device

We have shown that the direction of DWM can be controlled by varying the W thickness in the double underlayer device. Based on our results, we propose a wedge device that can achieve field-free perpendicular SOT switching. The wedge device is similar to the previous double-underlayer device, but now the W layer has a wedge structure with the thickness in the middle to be 0.8 nm, as shown in Figure 7.7. Upon injecting a charge current into the device, due to thickness variation, the left part of the device will generate a positive spin current while the right part will create a negative spin current. This wedge device also contains a transverse current path (not shown) so that an opposite domain can be nucleated by a current-generated oersted field. For the device to work, a reserved domain is first initialized at center of the device by passing a short pulse through the transverse current line. Then a write current is applied along the horizontal direction in the heavy metal underlayers. The write current triggers SHE of the heavy metal layers and further induce DWM in the FeCoB layer. Now the left and right DWs have the same chiral structure but they receive spin current of opposite spin polarization. Hence, the SOTs drive the left and right DWs to move in the opposite directions. From our previous results, the left DW should move along the current direction as the W thickness below it is greater than 0.8 nm, while the DW on the right side should move against the current direction. As such, depending on the polarity of the write current we can obtain the expansion or shrinking of the opposite domain, and thus deterministically select the magnetic state of the perpendicular FeCoB layer. Note that it’s done in the absence of an external field. The device without a wedge layer (Figure 7.4(a)), in the contrary, can only give domain shifting because the left and right DWs move in the same direction. In that case, DWM can’t lead to the magnetization reversal.
Figure 7.7 Proposed DW device that contains a W wedge. Due to the W thickness variation, the spin currents in the left and right parts of the device have opposite spin polarizations.

7.6 Summary

In summary, we have studied the current-induced DWM in a system with two heavy metal underlayers that are of opposite spin Hall angles. We demonstrated that by changing the relative thickness of two heavy metal underlayers it’s able to obtain current driven DWM along opposite directions. This results from the competition of two pure spin currents with opposite signs of spin polarization that are generated by the spin Hall effect of the heavy metal underlayers. Such way of manipulating current-induced DWM also allows us to design a novel device that utilizes a wedge structure to realize the field-free perpendicular SOT switching.
Chapter 8
Spin-orbit Torque Driven Domain Wall Motion with a Magnetic Oxide Interlayer for mCell Application

mCell, proposed by our group, is a domain wall motion (DWM) based four-terminal magnetoresistive device with isolated write path and read path for all-spin logic and memory applications. A mCell requires an electric-insulating magnetic layer to couple the spin-Hall write path to the magnetic free layer in the read path. Both paths are magnetic layers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and their perpendicularly oriented magnetization needs to be maintained with an insertion layer. Here we report the development of a magnetic oxide (FeO$_x$) layer that could serve as the electric-insulating magnetic layer (EIM) inserted in between the write and read paths of the mCell. The FeO$_x$ insertion layer not only provides sufficient magnetic coupling between the adjacent magnetic layers, but also significantly enhances the spin-orbit torque (SOT) driven DWM of the coupled stacks. Measurements also show the FeO$_x$ layer is relatively resistive and should provide adequate electric insulation between the write and read paths.

8.1 mCell introduction

As shown in Figure 8.1, a mCell is a four-terminal resistor with the isolated write path and read path. The write path consists of a spin hall layer and an adjacent magnetic layer with a trapped domain wall (DW) while the read path contains two perpendicular MTJs (p-MTJs), each of which has a top reference layer and a bottom free layer. In mCell, the write path is magnetically coupled but electrically insulating with the read path via an electric-insulating magnetic (EIM) interlayer. In this way, the resistance state of the MTJ in the read path can be controlled by the magnetic state...
of the write path via magnetic coupling while there is no interference between the writing and reading current. During device operation, a charge current is sent into the spin hall layer in the write path to move the DW. Due to the magnetic coupling through the EIM layer, the free layer in the read path aligns with domain magnetization underneath it in the write path. The change in the moment direction of free layer will read out by resistance change of the MTJ. Reversing current direction in the write path also reverses the direction of DWM, and thus the two resistance states of the MTJ can be obtained.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8.1 (a) The design of the mCell. (b) Low and high resistance states of a mCell, which is controlled by the SOT-driven DWM.

### 8.1.1 Materials selection for mCell

Because the write path and read path are separate in the mCell, they can be developed and optimized individually. The read path can adopt the common MTJ stacks described in Chapter 5, which consists of the FeCoB/ MgO/ FeCoB trilayers with a top [Co/Pt] based synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) structure. As for the write path, we’d like to select the materials that can enable the efficient SOT-driven DWM. For this reason, we choose to use the Pt/[Co/Ni] multilayer stack because such material combination not only has prominent spin Hall effect (SHE) but also has strong Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), ideal for high-speed and low-power DWM\[55,67\]. Lastly, we propose to use FeO\(_x\) for the EIM layer that should provide both magnetic coupling as well as electrical insulation. In the following sections, we focus on the current-induced
DWM in the mCell. We study the magnetic and electrical properties of the FeO$_x$ layer, as well as compare the current-induced DWM with and without this magnetic oxide layer.

### 8.2 DWM in Pt/[Co/Ni] wire

We first study the current-induced DWM in the write path only, which consists of the Pt/[Co/Ni] multilayers. Film stack of substrate/ TaN(0.5)/ Pt(3)/ [Co(0.3)/ Ni(0.6)]x2/ Co(0.3)/ TaN (2) (unit in nm) is deposited by magnetron sputtering at room temperature. Figure 8.2(a) shows the well-fined PMA of the film, which should originate from Pt/Co and Co/Ni interfaces\(^{[106]}\). Next, the film is patterned into 2\(\mu\)m-wide domain wall wires for the DWM testing. The fabrication and testing procedure of the DW device are described in Chapter 3. Figure 8.2(b) shows the Kerr microscope images of the wire after applying a series of current pulses. The DWs move along the direction of current flow. It implies the driving force for the DWM is SHE instead of spin transfer torque (STT) because STT always moves DWs in the direction of electron flow. Figure 8.2(c) summarizes the DW velocity as a function of the current density applied along the wire. The DWM only occurs with the current density higher than some critical value \(J_c\). Above \(J_c\), the DW velocity increases sharply with the applied current. The DMI of the Pt/[Co/Ni] wire is evaluated from the current-induced DWM at current density \(J = 1 \times 10^{12} \text{ A/m}^2\) by applying an external in-plane magnetic field \(H_x\) along the wire. When the external field balances the effective DMI field, the DWs will stop moving. Figure 8.2(d) shows the DW velocity in the presence of a static in-plane magnetic field. No motion is observed in a finite range of field. We select the middle point of this range as the effective DMI field that gives \(H_{DMI} = 1.35\) kOe. The results in Figure 8.2(b)-(c) demonstrate that we are able to get reliable DWM in Pt/[Co/Ni] wires, where the direction and velocity of the motion can be controlled by the sign and magnitude of the applied current.
Figure 8.2 (a) Film stack and hysteresis loops of the film. (b) Top: optical image of the DW device and the sketch of the testing set-up. Bottom: DWM images captured by the Kerr microscope. $J_c = 1.5 \times 10^{12}$ A/m$^2$, 1 pulse between images. (c) DW velocity as the function of current density in Pt. (d) Velocity of the up-down DW as a function of the in-plane magnetic field $H_x$, under $J_c = \pm 1 \times 10^{12}$ A/m$^2$. 

$J_c = 1.5 \times 10^{12}$ A/m$^2$, 1 pulse between images.
8.2.1 Annealing effect on current-induced DWM

The MTJ units in the mCell requires post-annealing for promoting the PMA as well as the TMR property. The post annealing is often processed at the temperature ranging from 250 °C to 400 °C for a period of time up to several hours. Such annealing can cause some changes in the DWM behavior in the Pt/[Co/Ni] wire. Hence, we’d like to investigate the annealing effect on current-induced DWM in Pt/[Co/Ni] wires. For this study, the Pt/[Co/Ni] films are annealed at different temperatures from 250 °C to 350 °C for 10 min. Then all films are patterned into the DW devices. Both film and device properties are measured and compared. From Figure 8.3, it’s observed that the $H_k$ drops significantly above 300 °C. Meanwhile, the DMI in Pt/[Co/Ni] wires is also found to decrease shapely after annealing. To explore the cause for such decrease, we conduct the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of Pt, Co, Ni, and Ta in our films, as shown in Figure 8.4. With comparing the images of the films before and after annealing, we observe prominent interdiffusion across the Pt/Co interface. Such interlayer diffusion occurring during the annealing results in the less sharp interface, causing the reduction of $H_k$ and $H_{DMI}$.

An example of the annealing effect on the DWM is shown in Figure 8.3(c). Compared to the DWM with the un-annealed film, the device with the annealed films exhibit reduced DWM efficiency. The annealing not only causes larger critical current density but also results in slower motion speed. Figure 8.3(d) shows the DW velocity measured at $J = 1 \times 10^{12} \text{ A/m}^2$ as a function of different annealing temperatures. Increasing the annealing temperature yields a monotonic decrease in the DW velocity, except for the case with the annealing temperature above 350 °C. Because larger $H_{DMI}$ can cause faster DWM, the decreasing trend of the DW velocity can be explained by the decreasing $H_{DMI}$ after annealing. The reason for the increase in DW velocity above 350 °C is still unclear and needs further investigation.
Figure 8.3 The effect of annealing on (a) the anisotropy field, (b) the effective DMI field, (c) and (d) DW velocity.

Figure 8.4 EDS mapping of Pt, Ni, Co and Ta in the films (a) before annealing and (b) after annealing at 300 °C.
8.3 DWM in magnetic bilayers coupled by a magnetic oxide interlayer

We’ve demonstrated the DWM in the Pt/[Co/Ni] write path and explored the effect of annealing on the DWM efficiency. In the mCell design, it requires an EIM interlayer to couple the write path with the free layer in the read path so that the magnetization state of the free layer can be controlled by the DWM in the write path. This interlayer should also be electrically insulating in order to minimize the intermixing of writing and reading current. Here we demonstrate a magnetic oxide interlayer, FeOx, that can both provide magnetic coupling and some electric resistance between two perpendicular magnetic components.

8.3.1 Magnetic property

All films are deposited by magnetron sputtering (DC for metals and RF for oxides) at base pressure $< 2 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr on thermally oxidized Si substrate. To study the magnetic oxide layer, the film stacks are, from substrate side, Ta (2)/ Pt (3)/ [Co (0.3)/Ni (0.6)]x2/ FeOx (0.8 or 1.2)/ Fe$_{52.5}$Co$_{17.5}$B$_{30}$ (1.2)/ MgO (1)/ Ta (2) (unit in nm). We denote those films as the bilayer stacks because they contain two magnetic components (the [Co/Ni] multilayers and FeCoB/MgO layers). Note that the FeO$_x$ ($1.3<x<1.5$) layer is the intended magnetic oxide layer. For comparison, two other stacks are fabricated with only one magnetic component, which are Ta (2)/ Pt (3)/ [Co (0.3)/Ni (0.6)] x2 /Ta (2) (denoted as the Co/Ni stack) and Ta (2)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ MgO (1)/ Ta (2) (denoted as the FeCoB stack). As-deposited films are subsequently annealed at 275 °C under 5000 Oe magnetic field perpendicular to the film surface. Perpendicular and in-plane magnetization curves are measured by alternating gradient field magnetometer (AGFM) and saturation magnetization is measured by physical property measurement system (PPMS).

The perpendicular and in-plane hysteresis curves are shown in Figure 8.5 for the bilayer stacks with 1.2 nm and 0.8 nm FeO$_x$ insertion layer. For the stack with 1.2 nm FeO$_x$ layer, there is a sharp switching step in the perpendicular curve followed by a large tail (Figure 8.5(a), blue curve). It has been widely studied, however, that the Pt/[Co/Ni]x2 multilayers and the FeCoB/ MgO layers both have square-shaped perpendicular loop due to their strong perpendicular interfacial anisotropy$^{[89,106]}$, which are also seen in our previous measurement results (Figure 8.2). Hence, the large tail should result from the in-plane shape anisotropy of the 1.2 nm FeO$_x$ insertion layer, as the in-plane moment from the FeO$_x$ layer pulls at least one of its neighboring magnetic layers
towards the in-plane direction. This is also supported by the soft magnetic behavior around zero field in the in-plane curve (Figure 8.5(b), blue curve). When the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer thickness is reduced to 0.8 nm (Figure 8.5, red curves), the perpendicular loop has a squared shape with sharp switching and in-plane curve shows typical hard axis behavior. These changes indicate the entire stack has perpendicular anisotropy with negligible in-plane component. We attribute it to that the strong perpendicular magnetic moments from the Pt/ [Co/ Ni]\textsubscript{X2} multilayers and the FeCoB/ MgO layers are now able to align the moment of the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer into perpendicular direction when the moment of the latter is relatively small. It can be seen the insertion of the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer results in lower anisotropy field of $H_k=5$ kOe, compared to 11.3 kOe of the Co/Ni stack and 8.1 kOe of the FeCoB stack (Table 8.1). Note that the single-step switching in the perpendicular curve for $t_{FeOx}=0.8$ nm suggests that the entire magnetic film stack is ferromagnetically coupled together. The coupling indicates that the aligned FeO\textsubscript{x} insertion layer in turn act as an exchange coupling interlayer for its neighboring magnetic components.

![Figure 8.5 Normalized (a) perpendicular and (b) in-plane magnetization versus applied field curves for the bilayer stacks with 0.8 nm (red) and 1.2 nm (blue) FeO\textsubscript{x} insertion layer.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilayer stack</th>
<th>Co/Ni stack</th>
<th>FeCoB stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_k$ (kOe)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_c$ (Oe)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_s$ (emu/cc)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.3.2 Tunneling resistance of the magnetic oxide

To characterize the resistance of the FeOx layer, films are deposited with stacks Ta (25)/ Pt (3)/ [Co (0.3)/Ni (0.6)]x2/ FeOx (3 or 5) or Ta (5)/ FeCoB (1.2)/ Ta (2) /Pt (10) with unit in nanometers. Note that the MgO layer is excluded to avoid its insulating impact on the resistance measurement. These films are patterned into 3.5 μm-diameter circular devices with pairwise top and bottom leads by photolithography, argon ion mill etching and reactive ion etching. Device resistance is measured by two-probe resistance measurement technique with current flowing through the device stack from the top lead to the bottom lead. Figure 8.6(a) gives the schematic of our circular devices for resistance measurement while the measured device resistance is plotted in Figure 8.6(b) for different insertion layers. Results show that the devices have three orders of magnitude higher resistance with 5 nm FeOx insertion layer than those having the Ta insertion layer of same thickness. It should be noted that, for devices with the Ta insertion layer, the main contribution to the device resistance comes from the Ta bottom leads instead of from the device stack. When the FeOx insertion layer thickness decreases to 3 nm, the device resistance drops dramatically, which might imply electron tunneling behavior through the insertion layer[107]. When the thickness is reduced below 1 nm, resistance from the device stack becomes too small compared to the Ta bottom leads, and thus hard to be characterized. So more conductive materials such as Pt or Cu, need to be used for bottom leads in the future experiments in order to better characterize the resistance of ultra-thin FeOx. With that being mentioned, the experiments we conducted convey some information that the FeOx interlayer is much more resistive than a normal metal interlayer.
8.3.3 Current-induced domain wall motion with the magnetic oxide interlayer

To study the current-induced DWM, films of the bilayer stack with 0.8 nm FeO\textsubscript{x} insertion layer and the Co/Ni stack are lithographically patterned into 2 \textmu m-wide 26 \textmu m-long wires with bowtie-like contact pads on each side. Figure 8.7(a) shows the DWM process for the bilayer stack with 0.8 nm FeO\textsubscript{x} interlayer. Note that there is only one DW created within the wire. It can be seen that, the DW moves in the current direction, which agrees with the previously shown DWM in the Pt/ [Co/Ni] multilayers (Figure 8.2(b)). Meanwhile, magnetic contrast in up- and down- domains is uniform and no splitting in domains was observed during DMW. The stable and uniform DWM suggests that DWM in FeCoB layer is consistent with that in the Pt/ [Co/Ni] multilayers. In other words, the spin Hall driven DWM in the Pt/ [Co/Ni] multilayers induces the even-pace DWM in the FeCoB layers due to the complete ferromagnetic coupling via the FeO\textsubscript{x} interlayer.

The corresponding DWM velocity is plotted in Figure 8.7(b) as a function of applied voltage per unit wire length. The DWM velocity increases sharply with larger applied voltage and the highest velocity we achieved was 58 m/s at 0.9V/\textmu m. The velocity curve for the Co/Ni stack is also included for comparison (Figure 8.7(b), orange curve). Our results show that the DWM in the coupled bilayer stack has even higher velocity than that in the Co/Ni stack under the same applied voltage (or equivalently, under the same current density, as we assume most of the current shunts
into the Pt layer during measurement). To better understand it, we adopt the one-dimensional (1D) model of domain wall dynamics that takes into account SHE and DMI, as described in [56]. The motion velocity in the center of a Neel type wall is given by $v \propto H_{DMI} \theta_{SHE} J / H_K M_s t$, where $H_{DMI}$ is the effective DMI field, $\theta_{SHE}$ is the spin Hall angle, $J$ is the current density in the spin Hall layer, $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization and $t$ is the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer. In our case, $H_{DMI}, \theta_{SHE}$ and $J$ are the same for both the coupled bilayer stack and the Co/Ni stack. $H_K$ of the coupled bilayer stack is less than a half of the $H_K$ of the Co/Ni stack, as shown in Table 8.1. The $M_s$ value of bilayer stack is calculated as the weighted average of the Pt/ [Co/Ni] multilayers and the FeCoB layer, and the small magnetization of the FeO$_x$ layer is ignored for simplification. This gives us the magnetization value $M_s = 579$ emu/cc for the coupled bilayer stack. Thus, simple calculation yields that the DWM velocity of the coupled bilayer stack should be about 35% larger than that of the Co/Ni stack. Although this value does not agree with our results quantitatively, it suggests that the enhanced velocity observed in the coupled bilayer stack is mainly due to the lower $H_K$. In addition, the coupled DWM proves to be efficient that has voltage threshold as low as 0.3 V/μm. Such threshold value suggests a mCell of 100 nm size would only need the switching voltage of 30 mV that’s suitable for realizing the fanout of mCell-formed logic circuits. We also observed, however, that DWM of the coupled bilayer stack is only stable between – 0.9 V/μm and 0.9 V/μm. When the applied voltage is beyond this range, the DWM became irregular and one domain splits into multi-blocks (Figure 8.7(c)). The most likely reason is that joule heating becomes prominent under large applied voltage. The large amount of heat within the wire not only lowers the $H_K$ of the entire stack but also destabilizes the ferromagnetic coupling.
Figure 8.7 (a) Kerr images showing current induced DWM for the bilayer stack with 0.8 nm FeO₅ insertion layer under 0.7 V/μm, 100 ns and 2 pulses. (b) Domain wall velocity as a function of voltage per unit wire length for the coupled bilayer stack and the Co/Ni stack. (c) Kerr images showing irregular DWM of the coupled bilayer stack under 1.15 V/μm, 100 ns and 2 pulses.
8.3.4 Discussion

After studying the properties of the FeO\textsubscript{x} and its effect on DWM, one question still remains in the actual composition of the fabricated FeO\textsubscript{x}, that is, the Fe: O ratio. Although the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer is sputtered from a Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} target, the actual composition can differ from the target due to different sputtering yields of Fe and O atoms. It turns out to be difficult to probe the composition of the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer by common chemical composition techniques such as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), for that (1) EDS is not good at quantifying light element like oxygen and (2) the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer can be oxidized when exposed to air during SEM/TEM sample preparation and thus the real composition changes. With that being mentioned, however, we still get some evidence that the as-deposited FeO\textsubscript{x} should have very close composition to Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}. In one of ongoing projects in our group\textsuperscript{[108]}, the FeO\textsubscript{x} fabricated with the same conditions is used for grain boundary material for heat assisted magnetic media (HAMR). In their TEM results, it’s found that the grain boundary material is crystalline, and the lattice structure and size matches that of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}. This may provide some side information that the composition of our FeO\textsubscript{x} is close to Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}.

Another concern is that the FeO\textsubscript{x} can oxidize the neighboring magnetic layers. As the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer gets thicker, this problem is likely to become more severe and destroy the perpendicular anisotropy of neighbor magnetic layers, which can cause what we saw in Figure 8.5, blue curves. Although the oxidation from FeO\textsubscript{x} can’t be completely ruled out, we think the possibility is low. The reason is that Fe-O bonds are more chemically stable than Co-O and Ni-O bonds as indicated by the Ellingham diagram. So the oxygen atoms should prefer to stay within the FeO\textsubscript{x} layer instead of diffusing into the nearby Co/Ni or FeCoB layers. It’s somewhat analogous to the case of FeCoB/MgO in MTJ where oxygen is strongly bonded with Mg and is not absorbed by Fe or Co.

8.4 Summary

In summary, we introduced the concept of mCell and discussed the materials selections that fit the mCell’s design. We studied and developed the write path structure where the SOT driven DWM is used to control the magnetization. The annealing effect on the DWM was evaluated. It was found the interdiffusion occurring during the annealing results in the degradation of the DWM efficiency. Thus, it would be desirable if one can develop a more thermally stable structure for the DMW in the future work.
In addition, we have showed that a magnetic oxide layer (FeO$_x$) could act as both a ferromagnetic coupling and an electric barrier between two perpendicular magnetic components. This electrical-insulating magnetic layer enables that the spin Hall driven DWM in one magnetic component induces the even-pace DWM in its coupling layer. Although the in-plane nature of the insertion layer lowers the $H_k$, the velocity of the coupled DWM turns out to be largely enhanced. The voltage threshold for coupled DWM is as low as 0.3 V/μm, which makes the mCell with a magnetic oxide interlayer a promising candidate for power-efficient logic and memory applications.
Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work

Writing magnetic bits by spin-orbit torques (SOTs) arising from spin-orbit effects such as spin Hall effect (SHE) creates new possibilities for ultrafast and low-power memory and computing applications. In this research work, we have studied the role of SOTs in altering the magnetic state and dynamics in the perpendicularly magnetized systems. Several approaches have been explored for manipulating the SOTs to obtain desirable switching outcomes. By engineering the materials and device design, we demonstrated that the SOT switching of a perpendicular layer no longer requires an externally applied magnetic field. We hope the concepts and methods developed in this work would advance the viability of SOT switching as well as inspire the development of new device architectures.

9.1 Summary

One of the major issues we tackled is that the SOT switching of a perpendicular magnet often demands an external in-plane field, which greatly limits the practicality of SOT devices. In our work, we first attempted to eliminate the need for the external field via engineering the SOT materials. We discovered a unique heavy metal material, iridium (Ir), that can not only generate a spin current from SHE but also mediate an intrinsic magnetic field by its interlayer exchange coupling capability. By utilizing these properties, the robust SOT switching of a perpendicular Co layer has been achieved in absence of an external magnetic field. The Kerr microscope study revealed that the switching process in our devices takes place by domain nucleation followed by domain wall propagation to achieve the full expansion of reserved domains. In-depth simulation analysis suggested that the exchange coupling field plays a vital role in the domain expansion, and the higher the coupling field, the higher the expansion speed of the reversed domains.
After testing the concept in the switching of a single perpendicular magnet, we moved on to develop the three-terminal SOT device that combines the Ir switching scheme with perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJ). It was found that Ir fits pretty well with the MgO-based p-MTJs. A series of dedicated experimental works have been shown to construct the nanoscale three-terminal devices. In those devices, we obtained the reliable and repeatable writing and reading operations at zero external field. In addition, a systematic study has been conducted in order to characterize the switching profiles of the device. We pointed out that the joule heating has significant impact on lowering the magnitude of the critical switching current.

Furthermore, we proposed and tested a new device design to realize the field-free perpendicular SOT switching. The idea was based on the well-known phenomenon that a current carrying wire produces an effective magnetic field. By adding an extra current line orthogonal to the write path in the three-terminal device, it was shown that an in-plane Oersted field can be generated and used for assisting the SOT writing of the p-MTJs. We investigated the critical amount of current needed for producing enough Oersted field for getting the successfully writing. We demonstrated that only when both the writing current and field current are above some critical values can the stable of p-MTJ be selected. Such device characteristic prevents the erroneous switching of half-selected elements.

In our SOT switching experiments, we found that the switching process is often dominated by the opposite domain nucleation and then the motion of the domain walls (DWs) to expand the reversed domains. To gain more understanding of the domain wall motion (DWM) process, we explored the DWM in a perpendicular magnetized system with two heavy metal underlayers. The two underlayers can generate competing spin currents that have opposite spin polarizations. We were able to control the amount of the spin current from each layer by tuning the layer thickness. We reported that varying the relative thicknesses of the underlayers in our DW devices led to the DWM along different directions. Based on our results, we proposed a wedge DW device that utilizes the SOT driven DWM to get the expansion of an opposite domain for the full magnetization reversal.

SOT driven DWM provides efficient and versatile ways to control the magnetic state of a magnetic layer. The last part of our work investigated a DWM based magnetic logic device, known
as mCell, in an attempt to understand how well the device could work. In particular, we focused on the writing operation in mCell. The write path structure based on Pt/[Co/Ni] wires were designed and the DWMs were tested. We discussed the annealing effect on the DWM performance. Moreover, we developed a magnetic oxide interlayer that not only couples the [Co/Ni] multilayers in the write path with the free layer in the read path but also provides some electrical insulation between them. It was found that the efficiency of the DMW can be enhanced due to the insertion of this magnetic oxide interlayer.

9.2 Suggestions for future work

9.2.1 Lowering the power consumption

Being able to operate at ultra-low power consumption would be one of the desirable properties of SOT devices. To further improve the performance of our SOT devices, lowering the power consumption is thus a direction that’s worth exploring. In the Ir-enabled field-free-switching device described in Chapter 4 and 5, the power consumption can be reduced if we can find ways to improve the Ir’s capability of converting the charge current into the spin current. One possible way is by introducing some impurities into Ir so that there will be more spin-orbit interactions between the electrons and heavy metal atoms, and thus leading to larger intrinsic spin Hall effect. Other research group reported that the spin Hall efficiency of Pt could be enhanced by adding other metal elements such as Al, Hf\textsuperscript{109} or Au\textsuperscript{110}. Similarly, we can try to mix some heavy metal elements, like Pt, Au or W, into Ir to make Ir-based alloys and use them as the spin-Hall material for our SOT device. With that being mentioned, improving the spin Hall efficiency in this way seems to be rather based on trials and errors. So it would be helpful if one can develop a numerical model to simulate the effect and provide some guidance in choosing the materials as well as determine the compositions. In addition, there has been research work predicting that the A15 structured IrCr\textsubscript{3} should exhibit giant intrinsic spin Hall effect due to its specific band structures\textsuperscript{111}. This is another thing to investigate experimentally so as to get better spin Hall efficiency. Again, it also requires further physical understanding in the spin-Hall phenomenon and how to control the spin-orbit coupling via material engineering. It should be noted that introducing other elements into Ir can cause the degradation of the interlayer exchange coupling. Figure 9.1 shows some initial works in the study of Ir\textsubscript{(1-x)}Pt\textsubscript{x}, where x is the Pt concentration. It’s found that the exchange
coupling field reduces significantly with only 10% Pt addition. The reduction in the exchange coupling will largely affect the performance of the field-free-switching device. Hence, one of the challenges here is to figure out how to improve the spin Hall efficiency of Ir while still maintaining sufficient interlayer exchange coupling. On the other hand, to reduce the amount of the writing current shunting into the in-plane magnetic layer, a highly resistive magnetic material will be favorable, such as a magnetic oxide.

For the Oersted-field-assisted SOT device, the power consumption can be reduced if there’s a way to lower the critical field current. In the calculation of the Oersted field described in Chapter 6, we notice that the Oersted field is inverse proportional to the distance between the free layer and the field path. That means the shorter the distance, the less field current we need to apply. To reduce the distance, instead of patterning the field path on top of MTJ, we can put a predefined field path underneath the write path, as shown in Figure 9.2. Prior to the three-terminal device fabrication, we pre-pattern the field path and bury it into the substrate. In this way, the field path locate closer to the free layer and the distance between the free layer and field path can be reduced from the previous 50 nm to 6-10 nm.
Figure 9.1 The exchange coupling field as a function of the Pt concentration in \( \text{Ir}_{(1-x)\text{Pt}_x} \). The exchange coupling fields are extracted from the M-H loops of a series of films containing substrate/ Ru(2 nm)/ \( \text{IrMn (5 nm)/ Co (2 nm)/ Ir}_{(1-x)\text{Pt}_x} (1.35\text{nm)/ FeCoB (2 nm)/ MgO (2 nm)/ Ta (2 nm)} \). All films are annealed at 300 °C for 10 min.

Figure 9.2 Lowering the critical field current. Here the field path is pre-patterned within the substrate and is below the write path of the device.
9.2.2 mCell development

In Chapter 8, we showed the concept and preliminary development of mCell in which the SOT driven DWM is utilized to write information. With integrating the field-free SOT switching method we’ve developed, the next-generation mCell will no longer limit to the DWM writing. Figure 9.3 shows the new mCell designs that are built on the Ir-enabled switching scheme as well as the Oersted-field-assisted switching scheme. Compared with the DW device, these designs are not only more scalable but also gives faster writing speed. To demonstrate the full capability of mCell, especially the logic computing functions, there are some challenges to overcome. The first is that mCell fabrication requires the ion milling to be stopped at the MgO barrier during MTJ etching. It’s not an easy task because the MgO barrier is ultra-thin (0.8 nm – 1.2 nm). So one needs to do lots of careful calibrations to ensure that the etching can be controlled precisely and the process to be repeatable. It’s suggested that chemical-assisted ion milling may be helpful for better controlling of the etch-stop-on-MgO\textsuperscript{112]. The second is to improve the performance of p-MTJs. Functional mCell array requires the MTJs to have TMR > 100 % and RA < 10 Ω · μm². The TMR and RA properties of p-MTJs are directly related to the quality of the MgO barrier. The better quality the barrier has, the higher performance of the p-MTJs. There are many parameters that can affect the quality of the MgO barrier including the sputtering power, pressure and temperature as well as the target quality. One may do a grid search on the sputtering parameters to explore the optimal fabrication conditions. Another technique to fabricate the MgO barrier, which is widely used by industries, is to first sputter a thin MgO layer and then oxidize it. On the other hand, the low spin-polarization elements, such as Ta, can diffuse into the FeCo/ MgO interface during annealing, which significantly degrades the MTJ performance. To avoid this issue, less diffusive elements, like W or Mo, can be used as the buffer layer and capping layer materials for the p-MTJ.
9.2.3 Engineering the spin current

Recently people have reported research works in which they manipulate the spin current so that the spin polarization of the spin current can contain some perpendicular component. This can be done by introducing STTs into the SOT switching\textsuperscript{[113]} or harness some novel spin transport phenomena at the interfaces\textsuperscript{[114]}. The perpendicular part of the spin current turns out to be quite efficient in switching a perpendicular magnet. Although the microscopic mechanisms of those switching schemes are still vague, directly engineering the spin current is an interesting area to explore. The key here is to figure out how to tilt the spin polarization towards the perpendicular direction. In order to get the bipolar switching, the tilting direction also needs to change sign when the flow of the charge current reverses. This may be done (1) by creating some type of magnetic interface or spin polarizer so that its interaction with the spin current alters the spin polarization, (2) or by designing novel device architectures such that the trajectory of the spin current can be controlled.

9.3 Exploring new applications

The sub-nanosecond writing capability allows the SOT devices to keep pace with today’s even-faster CPU as well as to provide future potentials for novel data-intensive computing applications. Although there can still be years away from the commercial realization of the SOT devices, in this last section, we’d like to briefly discuss some intriguing applications areas where
the SOT devices can fit in. Besides the memory and storage applications, the SOT devices are also promising candidates for other advanced areas such as accelerators, sensors and neuromorphic computing.

Von-Neumann computing with separate computing and memory units will inevitably reach a bottleneck within the next decade due to long memory latency, limited memory width and huge power waste for keeping data in volatile memory. In an attempt to solve these issues, processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture has been proposed, where the logic and memory units are tightly bonded together. The coupling of computing and memory in PIM not only increases the memory width but also decreases the memory transfer latency and off-chip communication energy. With the integration with the non-volatile memory, the PIM architecture becomes even more attractive for an energy efficient information processing platform. To catch up with the fast processing speed of the current processors, the non-volatile memory with fast writing operations is needed. In this case, SOT-MRAM is a promising high-performance candidate thanks to its ultra-fast writing speed, high endurance as well as good compatibility with the CMOS fabrication technology. Thus, designing a PIM architecture with SOT-based memory would be appealing for parallel, power efficient, high-speed accelerators and information processing applications.

In recent years, deep learning has attracted tremendous attentions from both academy and industries for that it has been proven to be an extremely powerful tool in many computational tasks including computer vision, natural language processing and speech recognition. In deep learning algorithms, a hierarchical level of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is utilized to perform the learning process. The ANNs, inspired by the human brains, consists of many neuron nodes that are connected together to form a dense network. Accordingly, the concept known as the neuromorphic computing mimics the neuro-biological working methods in order to realize efficient and fast computations in ANNs. In neuromorphic computing, synaptic device with electronic analog behaviors is designed to be used as the individual neuron. In exploiting the appropriate synaptic device, spintronic devices have been proposed due to their non-volatility and low power consumption. In particular, the DW analog memristor that has multiple magnetization states controlled by DWM can potentially act as the synaptic neuron in the neuromorphic computing system. To control the magnetization states efficiently, SOTs can be utilized as the driving force for the DWM. On the other hand, multi-level device can also be obtained based on
the three-terminal SOT device. This device contains multiple p-MTJs on the write path, and the write path of this device is engineered to have a gradually increasing width. As such, the current density under each MTJ will be different. The critical current for switching the MTJ sitting on the narrow area may be not sufficient for switching the one sitting on the wider area due to the reduced current density. Hence, the amount of the writing current can be tuned to control the switching of the MTJs. By packing many MTJs on the write path, this device will exhibit nearly analogy behaviors.

The last but not least interesting field is associated with the SOT nano-oscillators. It has been shown that SOTs can effectively trigger the oscillation of a magnetic moment. The oscillation frequency is tunable by controlling the spin current. Compared to the STT oscillator, the SOT oscillator consumes less energy and allows for the individual optimization of the oscillation’s amplitude and frequency. Although the SOT oscillator awaits lots of further research work, it opens new possibilities for novel applications including wireless sensing and high-frequency communication.
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